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In Our 88th Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, May 3, 1967

Twelve Cases Are
Seen & Heard Calloway County Homemakers !Heard By Judge

•

Honor NatMembers Tuesday

•

Twelve cases were heard in the
city cant of City Judge William
H. (Jake) Dunn this weet Records Mow the following occurred
D G. Crerivhaw, charted with
reckless drivIng entered plea of
srei'ty.. fined $10000 phis $40
costa.
T P Maggard • charged with
reckless
driving.
erne nied
to
breath of peace, entered plea of
gui•ta,, fined $1000
$4.50
costs
C. R Osigineau, charged with
drinking beer in public, entered
plea of guilty, fined $15.00 phis
14 50 'ann.&
C R. Rich. charged with breads
I Continued On Page Three)

Spring Musical To Be
Presented Friday
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Mrs. Vicki Hughes
Wins Quality Award
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Lacry McIntosh Buys
Store In Mayfield

Couple Retires On
Mayfield Highway

More Blacktopping
Announced for County
--Letter To The Editor
Gov

-sips

Miss Ann Sanders Is
Named 'Best Groomed'

Pot-Luck Supper Is
Planned By PTA

99

99

169

Mrs. Thomas Hoga ncam p, left and Mrs. Eugene achanhacher
were installed last weekend es prraident and vice- prewhient respew tirely of the Murray State l'nlyersity Woman's Society. The
Society is own posed of ladies who are associated with Murray
State University as Metru eters. or as wives of instructors.

The Murrain High Sahool Pazent-Teachers Aiscolation will inaugunte a new idea on Thursday
naht. May Li, as they have a
pot-luck supper meeting for the
entire farnales of all members before the installation of the new
officers
Chairman R. L Cooper urges
verynne with children in grades
'7 trimmer 12 at Murray High
Schtroi to come to aIs meaning,
finIng enoeel flood for the fairsfly, and enjoy the program together
The supper will be held at 8 30
o'clock in the Austin School Cafeteria. You and your family are
invited and urged to participate,
Cooper raid.

Kim Smith State
Winner Of Lions
Essay Contest

William H. Dunn

'The CA 11.0Wa y County Homeflaskers Receptor' and Craft anti
Wailiy Show honoring new members was he'd Tuesday, May 2, at
Guess it is asst us, but we have the Murray
Wormn'a Club,
been sleepy eer since Daylight
Mrs. R. D. McDa re els• County
• Ss v ing Time name in.
President
suggested
and
the
Homemakers
Council
Reproved
We get up at the same hour but that since the
clubs had sixty
we tell cursev es, k is really an new
homemakers thies Year that
hour earlier. Then when bectime they be honored.
411
comes, we tell ourselves It's real,
Mrs Terrell Maier, haspltalltv
an her earlier, again,
eh-Liana n , and Mrs. Dennis Boyd
ranted in entertaining the gnats.
The only way to handle the mitThe tea bible Was yellow overunion a to jug follow the chock laid Mb lace cloth
planned by
and go by it and forget all other Mrs. Terrell 1111.
,er . The arrangetimes. U the dock says • 10:03 assent of Iris was made by Mrs
tit
p.m , then that's what it is.
Bobby McNutt rain for the table
—
—
and piano. The past county pre
Parents who do not, let their siderite serving punch were
Mrs.
ohnetren work, peovided • it does J. A. Outland , Mrs. Lowell Palm not interfere with rchool woHt. are er. Mrs.
Kenton Broach, and Mrs.
not doing them a favor. When a Richard
Robertson
Elementary
School
Armstrong.
Mrs. \Jinn Hughes
young person works, he finds out
I will present its anneal awing
hess Erin Montiewnery,, Master
how much labor it takes to earn Norneenster
Mudoei In the liiirray High
in lina kept the rea dollar and gives him a greater
School atattorlum on Friday, May
gaiter
Assisting her Was Mrs.
appreciation of money and how to
5, at 7 15 pin
Lyons of the Alm° club.
handle it .
This year the pageant is inThe Atm Homemakes Club
titled "Fifty Nifty United States"
prepared nosegay oorssiges for the
We have several newspaper routes
Mrs. Win Hughes, Murray. MU The main characters are • typical
new rairobera and dub pr
open at ibie tame. just waiting dents,
Those
preparing
these presented with an Award of Press ender of fan% who are on a
for a good responsible lxiy to take
itganner vacatlion barring the fifty
were: Mrs. Howard limy, pre- teentonal Quelity for tsar weaiij
Mar.
Meek, Mrs. John Imes, Mrs. Mar- of a tapestry and floes ant nen dines. Durtng the tour various
smnisaitse places of Intereat
'WI &tendon, Mrs Ralph 1184P
,Sunday. at the Open House and
By golly E frosted h.t night Up
dale, Mrs. Robert Rowland, Mrs. Receptson of the 30th Annual sod ellideereen nines are sung by
(Contemned On Page Three)
the Ittithints..
B. Y. Thomas and Mrs. Den Student Show.
enrynne Is eielleame and is enBuoy, president of Fannerettes,
juried enhlteltion Is pre(ensilaged Oa Page Elgin
sented annualin to provile the commed to attend
Anninion will be 25c Then proart faculty and the art students
an alliPMEllnli3' to review the wort ceed, will go for the purchase of
clone during the pan year This music supplies for the Murray
ertnibelon also provides the uni- Elementary School.
versity acuity. studeds and the
ran* the opportunity to sep a
organned dimplaY of the yeses
lam McIrtosti, formisay of
Mummy. has purchased the &ay best student WOrt
This eildbltion will be showing
end 'ream nothing Mere at Mayfield and Me emumed the man- unta May s„ at the Dayle Fine
aLes. Thomas Hogancaunp
Aeon MarAres resit
Mr. and Ms. Corte. Patinas are
agelehip of Abe stare alreide
MT' Elaine Schanbacher were [nnow sending et their home on the
His site, the fonner Mary Ann
o\ staled is posiment and virenpre- Cook.
Mrs
Hughes
is
the
daughter
of
Mayfield Hagreeray near Melia folIs a teacher at the Amon
anent relpedierely of the MurElementary School in Memel Mr and are, Deana Omegas* kroner his rettrement from Wenray Sate 17111Pereg)0, Woman's
Cloudy Mannish is the ens of Lynn Grove, and the wee of t:en Mach* Company at Chinn. o.
Sanity at the annual business Mrs Lan Delle McIntosh of May- Wayne Hughes, Murray She Is a IX., alter forty years of serv Ice.
meeting and luncheon held Sat- field
.saphomore majoring in art and
Pareses completed work at Westurday at the Student Union BallErne& Shp is abo a member of ern Electric on Friday, April 21.
Alpha Sigma AMha sodal sorority. die dime al the bad tornado in
The new secretary is Mrs. Leodie Oak Lawn and Hornetowr
rn rd Whitsner and the new tree suburbs of Chimaera He had left
surer is Dr A/berts Chipman.
wort at noon that dray to attend
Past pi-indents of the Una
a luncheon, but aid if he had
thieve:el T Breathitt and
veregby
Wornen's SooletY
stayed until the regular oionng
•
whlet Highway Ocentniadoner Mitt:len
was organized in 1959, were seat- W Tinder announce
Walla/11,
time, he would probably have
todny the Dear Mr.
ed at the head table and riven approval of the Paschall and
The Murray Lams Club mem- been caught in the storm enroute
the
appreciative
for
special recognition. They are as Story Chapel MN& for blacktopin ben5 are moot
home
follows:
The Paring' built thee new
Mg for an est:Misted met of Mee publicity coverage given in supRubie E Smith, 1950-60: Mrs 600 The project will be 45 miles port of our broom and mop sale
(Centime' On Pale Three)
John tenter, 1990-61, unable to in length These roads are located on Ape 25 Thraugh your cohanna
attend;
Mrs
Mntt Spartman, In the inuthweet part of the the damns of the city and counare wade aware of the ccencounty.
"ME t,'
(Ceatinued On Page Three)
mend, projeda carried on by
labs ekes
ebb end rearing project of the
Alons was quite successful, thanks
eine Agent of hturney and
Ulm!, County.
Mare you again for your help
Medially yours,
Vernon Andersen President
Vicki Ellis. claughter of Mr and
Murray Lions Club
Mrs Harvey IMits of Pentane
Delve, Murray, ital head the Kentu*y dhapter of Phl Beta Lambda, foollege division of the Future
Business
Leader, of
America
At
-an Kay broilers, 113 North Cann for the corning year.
Mal EUb wees elected at the
steveth Street, Ms been selected
as the "Beet Groomed" coed on State Oonveretton in Louden!, on
at/1PM by the Murray State Uni- Saturday, April 29 She is a Junvenity Association for Childhood ior of PAW, majoring in Wieners
eduestion. Her spans' fraternity
rain:anon
Mias Sanders is • Junior mean- is Meath Oanitres Delta: she a
Mg In elementary education. She a member of in Ornega Pi, Delta
MIgge, and was sweetis a member of ACE, the Student National %Education Msocia- heart attendant to Alpha Tau
non , and is on the executive Cliniga Fraternity We was gradcouncil of the Baena Student uated from Murray High School
Union, fibs Is also a member of In 1966, 'share she served ab maKappa Delta, a newly formed jorette for three years
The iron aingter brought Inane
social minority on canning.
(Connoted On Page Three)
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State Honors
Won By Local
MSU Students
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FLun Smith, of Murray, was presented as first place winner of
the Lons Cluba' International
Pe.ace Essay Contest for the elate
of Kentucky by District Governor E. Carrol Riley, Jr. Kim received a plaque from lions International President Ed Lindsey and
a $100 savings bond .
Kam is the son of Mrs. Quays
Synth and the late Mr. Eugene
Smith cg 1,506 Henry Street, Murray. He is a Junior at the University High Sohool. ICIn1 Was
oompeting against the first place
w inners in the 220 Lions Clubs'
Kim battik right, is the first place whinge of the State of
Peace Elegy Contest winners in
Kentucky in the Lions tins ledgenatimal Peage Essay contest.
Kentucky He was also presented
Min Isharma Candink, left of Padaseia aegis Two warn the second
another $100 swings bond for beplace Winner.
ing the winner of the District 43K, dike conalata it 56 Lions Clubs
lace-tad to the western portion of
the mate.
Miss Johanna Ocenisak was the
second niece winner for District
42-K.Johanna lives on R. R. 2,
The Parent-Teachers AssociatPaducah, Kentucky, and attends
ion of Carter School will meet
Heath 113iti Sohool. She is the
Thursday. May 4 at 2 30 p.m.
dauseter of Mr. and Mrs. John
511 the school
H. Cones& Johanna won first
Officers for 1967-011 to be inprize in the Wen MeCradcen Leona
stalled by Mrs. Gomm Hart are
Club Peace Zany Contest
prersiderg, Wayne Williams; ve
Joseph Wenn Trigg vraa the
proudest, Mrs. Junior
Hal Brent Cathay, 12 year old
secretary, Mrs 13111 Harrell: trea- son of Mr and Mrs. H. L. Carhey third piece winner for Lions Insurer, Mrs Dan Shipley
of Murray Route Five. ma slight- ternational Diatriet 43-K. He lives
The devotion will be given by ty injured thie morning at t:25 on R R. 2, Henderson, and is the
Res Lloyd W Tinnier of the First as he wee crowing North 15th
Methane Church Mrs. Junior Street in front of the Carr Hearth
Cannon wElenaide.
Bunning
at
The Unnerve, ,Sdanol
was treated at the emergency roan
of the Murree-Clalloway Count,'
Governor Edward T Breed:Litt
Hospital, but was releseed. He and Hatrway Oorrentanner let—
hod a amp on the head and cheil Tinder a nnounned today the
A retinas survey has been cols on the PA land, according approsed for the bLicktopping of
completed by the Seventh and to the repott filed by Patrolmen the Faxon-Newberg read.
Papaw Church of Christ and the Martin Pelle arid Ed Knight of
The road begins at the crossUniversity Church of Christ, and the Murray Mk* Department.
Mena at Old Faxon and extends
the results eamplied
The Police raid young Cathey for a dinance of 44 nines for an
Paul Hodges, minister of the
(Cesseneed On Page Three)
estarrated cost of $70,000.
Universe; Ctairch of Ceuta, released the intionnition Godley and
espreseed Itie appreciation of the
two china:hes for the cooperation
of the eublic dir.ng the survey.
The Wenn as released, are as
tolicesse: BROM X157. Mettle:diet
IMO, Church of Ohrtat 1125. First
Christian 263. Preabyteran XIS,
Oidindic 162, Pentecrost Rohnen
en, Lutheran 46, Eplenopal 43.
Nesarene 20, Church of Using
God 16, Assembly of Cod 11,
Church it Ood 11. Mormon I,
Jebovatia wetness 7, Congregationat 6. Inter Day Saints 5, All
Saints 3, Oreek Orthodox 3, 71h
Day Adventist 3, Christian Science 2, Israel of Clod 1. Craver- (Special to the Ledger • Thies) in
plumbers, pa titers, carpenters
sang I, Jewel% I, no preference
sind other merits nine and with
NEW
YORK
May
3
-It
takes
305.
the Met cot of materials and
homence- a It at money to keep Oilloway
Approalmataly
250
supplies, the hiIs go into high
County
homes
in
good
running
cupante not of home-no inforcondition.
mation
Juest how nig Is brought nit
What with the rates charged neures
through ample surveys, covering
all parts of the country, conducted by government agencies
On the bases of avenue outlays. it appears that approdrnateMernof
Houchin
C
0
Mew
In 51,291.000 la spent annually by
pi* Tenn., vii be the evangelist
local home owner, for nanntento
start
services
far the revival
anre and improvements to their
Mrs Shirley WIIfercl daughter prcperty.
Prilay. Slay 5, at the Dewards
Chapel Church located on Hlgh- of Mr. and inn. Waiter Conner
This is over and above the
or Murray, hes been selected as value of the wort they put in
way in East of Murray.
Services will be held at '7:30 Use ounillandher physnal educat- therneelves, which is not courted
ion major In the senior class at as part of the cost.
pm., daylight awing time
The pubic Is invited to attend. Murray State University
In Calloway °mintne regional
A phoque efts presented to Mrs. area
the experiditeres average
Winend at the Parents Day at corchnv
elk ne
waisn , *le
ace197 a year per chrviritu
Oh the University Dug feattuday. She
to
of
was ehrieen by the faculty for this Departm t of Commerce Nationhonor She Is arthes al the Wo- • , kg
potnoxi
theaverageisf
_oT
rA
a
men's Athletic Armobtion and
cast
It
her
mastMane
wark
on
in
Mut
(Connued
ti
On Pager Eight)
Pau' more counties In the wester% degree after the receives her
ern area of the note of Kentucky
-the
aloe
of
the
It
degree
are now on daylight ma vim time. BS
and mein( semester.
Lyon, Livingston, Logan
Dr.
Mrs. Wefend's heabarat Bernice,
Christian counties voted to obIs enneweid at. Calvert City They
serve the time nuking the 18
have two .datighters. As, age
wenternmant counties in Kentucky
Dr Frank Kodrinan. Chairmen
nine, and Lealie, age eight.
on Central daylight time
of the Department of Paychology,
The city of Benton in Marshall
was keynote rspeaker at the Third
Cbunty is the only place in the
Annual Convention of the Ken area still on slaw time or Central
lucky A eariciation for Children
hue:lard. Marshall County howwith Learning Disabilities held at
o•ver,
, is on the fast time.
The May term of Cita:may Cir- the U aiverviity of Louisville on
cuit Court is In sentern with Cir- April 28-28
cuit Judge Richard Peek on the
He mete on the diagnosts and
SQUAD TO MEET
management of the nreezthool abild
bervah
The Grand Jury and the Petit with a learnarur disorder, particiThe -Murray Rescue Squad will
have its regular meeting Friday, Jury went into session Mimed - pated in a panel Maceration, said
iately and will report to Judge moderated a panel the second
May 5, sit Melt pm. deatight
saving time, at the City Hall.
Peek tomorrow.
day.

Carter PTA To Meet
On Thursday At 2:30

Brent Cathey
Struck Today
1)y Automobile

Blacktopping For
Road Is Announced

Results Of Religious
Survey Are Given
-_

Over Million Is
Spent Locally
On Improvement

Sister Houchin Will
Speak At Church

Mrs. Shirley Wilferd
Outstandinv Physical
Education Major

More Counties Go
Daylight Saying Time

Kodman Speaker
Before State Group

Calloway Circuit
Court Is In Session

aon of Mr. and Mrs. George Trigg.
Joe man first prize in the Henderson County Lions Club Peace
Essay Contest.
These three awards were presented Sunday at the District
Cabinet meeting heki here at
(Continued On Page Eight)

Awards Are
Presented At
JC Meeting
The Murray Jaycee's held their
regular monthly business meeting
at the fair grounds lest Illeht
aterre awards were presented Is
Us outstare:trig mernbers.
Those inter:hers recalvir= the
SPOKE award, for performing In
an onestameng manner during
their flirst year, were: Duel Malls
Jr.,
Charlie
Simmons
Babb"
Manning, •nd John Youngermari.
Those members receiving the
SPARK-PLUCi award, for those
outstanding members who have
been in the JayCee's more than
one year, were: (Sedrk Paschall
Jim Irby, Howard Steely. Joe
Albritton, and Richarcl Knight
These awards were presented by
John Youngerman, who bap rev received the SPOKE OP
(Continued On Pate Three)
—
—

First Annual Banquet
Planned At Calloway
The first annual Callaway Orem tY Herb Schnol Al-Sports Banquet win be heed Saturday night.
the Honed
May 6, at 7 30
Inn
A very Interesting and lawnzathe Monism tan been panned.
Mr fhb Veneta former coach
and pressint assistant dean at Me
University of Mb:Bourn will be the
guest speaker
Entertainment will be furnielhat
by the. Data Ave. Cnends Vide
wit aim seer a medley of opens
Rains.
The banquet will /sonar all participants on the taeleetban, baseball, bays track and nris track
teams As well as their coaches,
managers. sponsors. cheerleaders,
•
and spOriffire.
Semen awards will be presented
to outstanding rithlotes of the
ferent sports.

of

Bowlers Urged To
Attend Meeting Friday
All brniera are treed to attend
the menet meeting to be held at
Corvette Lanes on Priday, May
5. at seven pm
The purpose of the meeting is
to set up the nixed cinders gumMei' league All interested bowlers
tire invited to attend.

iumurnmmIlIUJJmml

WEATHER REPORT
West Kentucky - Partly cicada
and mild this afternoon and early
tonight. Unmade* aloud:tram late
tonight. and 'Thursday with chance
of a few Mowers Thursday. Coal
again tonight. A little warmer
Thunder/. High tens afternoon around MI with orouthearterty winds
10 in 16 miles per hour Low tonight near 60. High I-time:day 70.
Probaby of meaeurable retain'.
ltaursday 20 per cent. Ontlook
Pricay — Considerable cioudlneee
arid mild with chance of showers
early In She morning
nritiseky lake T am 3593. up
hatow darn 3084, up 1 3
Darnley hake: 3694, up 0.4; below aim 313 1, no change.
aninrise 5 00, amen 5:47.
MevIn ram 2 39 am.
o
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WEDNESDAY - MAY 1, 1967

Quotes From The News
fip UNITES rvia•s DITLaNaTIONAL
LOUISVILLE K.y.- Kentucky Adj. Gen. Arthur Y. Lloyd,
confirming the governor's callout of the National Guard to
ensure order during the Saturday running of the Kentucky
Derby:
If demonstrations oceur on Derby Day we'll be ready for
them."
SUNFLOWER, Miss. - Mayor W. L Patterson, the white
incumbent, reelected to his post along with five white aldermen despite a Negro majority in voter registration:
-I think relations are going to be good because of the
willingness of Negroes and whites to work together."
WASHINGTON - Senate OOP Leaner Everett 0. Dirksen,
giving what he said was the consensus of Republican WW1Menlo cOnterning the Vietnam war:

"Preserving wholly the right of full and fair inquiry and
criticism, we reiterate our wholehearted support of the coMmander-in-chwf of our armed forces."
WASHINGTON - William P. Bundy, Assistant /Secretary
of State for Asian Affairs, reporting that the battle againit
Communist insurgimts in Thailand would be a long and costly

one:
"U.& asiglanor . • . reiliains essential. Our continued
assistance will be required in the form of training, equipment
and technical aid"

The Almanac

MSU Assures
Self Of Tie
For Crown

by United PM' International
To
is WedneodaY. Mkoy 3. the
Mrs. Calton Morgan from Morgans Boat Dock WM been Inrd day of 1967 with 942 to
follow
trying in vain to call us for days. Sorry to have caused
you so
The moon Is between the Wet
much trouble, but we are keeping some unpredictable hours.
quarter and In. new phew.
Thank you nst'm for calling the office yesigedlly.
The morning ear Is Mara.
•
•
•
Tlhe minim stars are Venus,
We are grateful to everyone for the cogperation
and Mars Sad Altitef
Weed with which you answer our numerous galls for help.
Horn on this day in 1849 was
Another real emergency! Please study the pleitire carefully, Darush-,Amseican lournaliat Jacob
RYA.
On this day in history:
In leek the body qf assearinsted Prodding Abraham Lincoln
arrived le Ns home town of
8Prinellaid. IL, nom Washimoon
In 1•119, Amnon bombers raided Cbusighing, ChlIA, setting fire
to the honey congested downtown VIM
la ISiS, the U.S. Supreme Court
pretreated agates from automate
aereamanis theit bind owners sat
to eel plopmly M mobil and ni•
*NW IlinadlIM
In ISM, an earthquake in Min
Salvador kilted 43 peatins and
injured MO ashen.
A thougat tot the day - Preach
author Jean Jacques -Rousseau
said: "God ro•koa all things good;
Renee McDougal and "Shirty Baby"
man noddies with than and they
beoome
Nom help us find Shorty Baby. Obviously he is a Walker.
He
has a Large black -pirates patch" around his left
eye and
BLS SUMNER WASN'T UP
Mending down the back of tus head. &lofty is one
year OK
DETROIT SPI - The oxygen fire
The Racers played at Memphis
has on a collar with k J. McDougal% name and phone
made- death
of astronauts Virgil Grissom, State Monday and Tuesday follower clearly visible. He was loot in the Dexter
neighborhood.
Edward White and Roger 'Pie* ing Use doubleheader with Mkklie
Ted Alines, Jet Pat Jones and a crowd of friends
ere Old& was a special shock for Marvin Ma- they will play Southeast
Miasouri
trig in the search, also calling everyone, to be on the
lookout in of Detroit.
at Murray May 11 and Lassbuth at
',for Shorty. If you have seen these two young ones
together,
But once spent 35 days to a space Jackson. Tenn.. May 15.
there's no point in telling you how much Renee
loves Shorty capsule filled w:th pure oxygen The tennis team beet Western
Baby and visa versa. The pup is too young and
BleHMITIOMEMII a capsule similar to the one in wilich Kentucky 7-2 for theaecond time
to luso, the tricks of getting bonis fie
the tatronsuts died. It happened this season last Saturday. The Rafaint PiEHM,
four years ago as part of an eager- cer netters won 5 of 6 singles and
help us find Shorty.
latent for which Butter and throe 2 of 3 doubles matches in running
Housewives and youngsters are especially
urged Se
other Air Prime men volunteered. 'het? sr-amn re...orci to 12-4. Winfor him. If you THINS you have seen him-pisase
call. MOW 'We were aware of the dangers.' rang for Murray
were Mark Resnick
he come near you, please put him up and keep
him sato.
Butler mid. but we never really at No 2 singles, Andre Cote. No 3;
WILL NOT ISITKI(Ad R. J. (753-7777) or our place (763-911541)
thought =Nil about them."
Lawn slem,r, No 4, Henry Baugh-

0=0

/MMILW

FUTURE

0=0

V:2EN'L-; ITUR BIRTHDAY?

If

the weed. and net hearers only

PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20)

-4.

Everett Cleaver, age 71. Route One, Altno, passed away

yesterday at the Murray Hospital after suffering a stroke.

RED CROSS NEEDS YOUR TYPE.
GIVE BLOOD

ANY SOUL
Renee Is only four years
• old and she is really heartbroken.
We can't stress this point too much. PLEASE help! In this

-James 1:n. Instance it would not be an imposition to call the Ledger and
If great ideals t.re not carried through to action they are Times 753-1916.
If you have a youngster, you will readily understand.
but sounding brass or tinkling cymbal
You
remember the many trips to the windows, outside
to call
Shorty and thSoliope and dread, every time
rise hears a
hound bark. We have all been
thileillb WI WOW at keit
once Please, please!
I•
LOU
'•

Ten YearsAgo TodayFIL

you Were born under the Sign of

YOU'RE THE TYPE w.ho ii honest, gener,Jus to a fault. You're outgoing, brilliant, witty, cheerful ... the salt of the
earth .. a delightful companion!

watch

A Bible Thought For Today
Be ye deers of

WEDNESDAY - MAY
.J, 1067

man, No. 5; Bill Trunnell, No 6.
Russ, and Al Evans. set a new MAU
Resnick and Cote. No 2 doubles; record of :41.4 la the Indiana Uniand Niemeyer and Baughman. No. versity Relays last Saturday. Other
3 doubles The Racers, are defend- places by the Rama In the relays
ing OVC champions In tennis and Included seconds in the sprint medWestern has been considered their ley relay, the 100-yard dash, and
major competition for another tithe. the shot put; a fourth in the javelin.
Eastern Kentucky. however, ha., and fifths in the 220, the two noir
beaten both Murray and Western. relay, the Mot put, and the discus.
The golf team will get a shot at
Middle Tennessee. the defending
NEOHO @COOLING
OVC champion: Austin Pray, EastWASHINGTON itS- Improveern. and Tennessee Tech this week
niche Racer Invitational Tourna- ment in Negro education is indicatment at Kentucky Dam. °other ed in a Censse Bureau report which
teams in the tournament include says a total of 28 per cent of Negro
Louisville, Illinois State, Southern adults 25 years and over in the
United States had completed foUr
Lincoln, and Iflasotiri.
The fe-hole tournament will get sears of high school or more by
underway Thursday and conclude 1986. compared with 20 per cent in
Saturday. Munay
is defending 1960.
The AlelelY Blatt' "aell3all "'sift champion of the invitational and
has
sneered itself of a tie for the Ithe Racers.
Larry Ringer Is defendOVC'. Western
ship: the tennis team has
The Racer golfers are Undefeated
establiIf
faeorfle
111.11„11
fce
L2e II"Mis In dual matches this season and
hitt also finished well in two maadamst midi et tile OTc6
is
ORM
tourruunents
in its isnliatilMal tourmaline*
an
0
UNLOCKS YOUR
U
reek
The trees teem ran in the Pd
Tem..
Invitational
The baseball warn milt a doableheader at NMI* TIMM, dist Tuesday and in a dual at Arkansas
3aussier is no be how Pima le State Saturday. A dual with Pt.
a-1 Mil be ~al rem* le 10-11. Onsphen boa tentatively been asThe Renee Imee•Mom OW Mad ranjed at ipu::ay next week.
tlso Ftacc ay team of tarever 11101110 Tolima, WM Is In
Hearne. Kent
MOM gime with•14mord.
"Ccganian. Eddie
ros Awn soda Be Mae in a doubleheader flat•reby atillarnif• Middle
aim has Me gums lidt elk Anima
Peep Vika It twist OM be stay in
adtimitam. MWdle Talesseiss was
Be that gams Saturday 4-3 and
Muway wan Be second 9-0 The
Raceme bed 50 95 II Innings for the
win and Maher Din Lee went an
the way for his seventh victory against one kiss.

•••••••••••

Federal Livestock SWOPS IRA* Hosed Goss and Ch.lop Nome In 910.01-asne.
d
Market Report
130.29-22.211; 1111111111b1 $111.1M-20.50;
snautAy. y
Tars ism 1 INIFIMS:
Melee

Mazy Jane Austin, Edwina Kirk. Felicity Hallarian, and
SWIM lb $31 00- I
Warray tavestock Auction.
Kay Parker, speech students of Mrs Burgin Jeffrey of Murray
MOO; Mixed Goon
and
Choice
CATTLE AND CAUSES: 931:
$110.116-12 W.
High School. presented the program at the meeting of the
°mai
WOGS: 57; SHEEP: S
Murray Rotary Club
lioderateb 'tenet. Slaiwhter Coss Standard 611150-161S Asia IMThe student body of New Providence School of 1902 is steady. !Valera 50 cents los er MO lb steer eanes 9:1610-111015; few
pictured today. The picture lc owned by Mrs. Ivan Wilson. Peeden fully steady, other classes lots up to MM. Mixed Good and
Choice 9115110-71.1111: (hood 112321about steady
Miss Eunice Kindred is the teacher
VillAt OSTER STEERS: Good 1290- 8525. Standard 991 60-7.3.511. Choise
The marriage of Miss Dons Evelyn Nall to Henry Man
3110-5110 In heifers 13280-2400 ?Ala141111 a 121 013418.00:
Graham has been announced. It was solemnized is Moth
SLAVOINITER (WW1: Milky $16.110- ed (hood and Chore 11121 00-23 00;
Mrs. G. B Scott is in the Murray Hospital recovering from 11•11; Cutter
1111b10-16 75; Canner Good 51926-21 25. Standard $1751a heart attack suffered yesterday morning.
1950.
814 00-15 50
sl..
iltitatTER BULLS: Utility to COW AND CALF: Choice Cow and
Good over IOW lb 016.211-2225,
Ola HONOR
Can pairs 130500-242 DO
ammo retie
MOUNT CLEMENS. Mich. to LONDON IN - Par obeying the ALAI/GUM CALTIS AKE VEAL- HOGS: Harass and Gilts 75 cents
Une at Use world s moat famous ha. Abdula lett sod IllehnomOl KIM: Cosier 1160-506 lir shusidaer higher tcompared to last seek's
military
decorations the Trench Youngs both re. got theologises ar- calves $33.00-25.00. Good $21.35- market) U S 1-2 190-230 lb $1825,
Croix de Guerre--Lt enshrined near rested They were being chased by 23 25, Standard 91950-2130 Choice U. 5. 3 190-230 lb 317Th: SOWS:
tlas suburban Detroit town at an Panes oboe a
Wane HMI erisess Wain 11192.71-36.75. Good MOM- V 8 1-2 250-350 lb $13.5), U 8 1-3
Al/ force base that didn't exist
335.450 lb $13.00; U 8 2-3 456-401
and. Me poll tilleras. 11111 Boo. Standard 10725-31026.
when the nisdal was won.
4. IBetrainer OMB Nano/ ITIMILES: Choke 900 lb feeder lb $13 50
The crews was captured in Wield them and Jailed %ling on drug charWar I bv the 94th and HMS haw
GLArkll NIGHT OWL
ges.
MINI ItULEIRli
Squadrons, since merged Into the
MEW YORK as - Bottle-making
94th Tighter Interceptor Squadron
machines are night wale The maat Selfridge Air force Base. The
cash etenool was isnsold ••
chines that make more than Si MIMAX MEADOWS. Vs rn - 'The
cross has never since been won by monism hp the Hew Tort Yankees
n bottles and Jars a year in the Ft. Oblyerell Halt, School Home 1Xanother Air Force unit It was a- Oet Ia. 1985.
Vedted States run faster at night 11011111011 Departm.iit is Ulm% ti awarded after 290 maims and•
because 11 is cooler then, reports way the ruler -devices it pro% Wed
kiLl Ii, the rough and mob* days
Babe Ruth In his career hit a
the Glass Container Manufactur- girls for measuring *mares
of early air warfare at 'hostas sied total of 5.793 bases. 506 do.ibles.
ers Institute
Chateau-Thierre
136 triples and 111 sacrifices
A sehosi offeel said the rulers
OCM1 explained that while clean
o its rigid state Is an excepuorelly were to• abort to measure the hems
Irons material bottles so temper- on mini-skirts
users above 1.0119 degrees P cola `74. of their own- weight The the newly former' containers to cool
moher,
from which bonle, are doss at least to 150 degrees before
! wined
1.000 degree:. or more they are ejected from their nilds
,tottle-making machines. therefore, That is shy machine speeds can be
-lust be run at speeds. that allow stepped up In the cool of the night.
The Puttzer

_

sitis-3•2s:
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BROADLOOM,RU
CLEARANCE

11'
I

'

, •

-:•

•*\tv
i• •

-•

'T.

Akg"

TOP QUALITY • NOT SECONDS!

.

•

- • • i.e -

11%‘•

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
and
INSTALLATION

CATALOG BROADLOOM CARPET ROLL CLEARANCE

Price Per Sq. I'd.
WAS

NOW

VARIATION 28.46 oz. Nylon Pile (8592-95)
NYLTWEED 21 oz. Nylon Pile (8302-05)
100e'r WOOL PILE 15' Width
NYLON LOOP PILE 15' Width
ACRYLIC LOOP PILE 15' Width
HI-LO LOOP PILE NYLON 12' Width
100% CAPROLAN NYLON 15' Width
ACRYLIC PILE 12' Width

7.69
7.79
7.99
6.99
7.99
6.99
8.99
8.99

5.88
4.88
4.44
4.44
5.88
4.88
4.88
I

5.88

cAlusical Comedy

NOTICE
IHISCET MORSE

BMW ire.
ROW rallee

* THURS. - FRIDAY - SAT. *

The Calloway County Tax
Books Will Be Open

tOtort

MT RODS111 HELLft

MAY I THRU MAY 5, 1967

Ther're sntipodte for lisnlis and
lake; b5 kat le *tat frig do!

Ni

-2611V
;41'

•

'r770

eo

g411.111
• •
•

Emisao

‘01
"

•

For Public Inspection

Sao

Charles E. Hale,
Calloway County
Tax Commissioner

Room Size Rugs
Reduce 20to 50%

Factory Closeouts
Off The Rolls

BARGAIN REMNANTS, NOT SECONDS, OF
ouR RIG CATALOG BROADLOOM CARPETS

FREE ESTIMATES

FREE MEASU RING

GUARANTEED INSTALLAT1 ON

Sears Catalog Sales Office

IDEAL FOR WALL-TO-V. W. INSTALLATION

AT SAVINGS UP TO 59%

753-2310 for Appointment
CONVENIENT CREDIT •
South 12th Street - - -

Murray, Krntucky

1",

on.

•••.
•

••••

•
1 67
et a new meet
Indiana Uni'Lumley. Other
in the relays
ie sprint medird daah. and
In the javelin,
• the twu nule
rid the discus.
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OL1NO
— Improve.ion is indicetit report which
cent of Negro
over in the
ompleted fon
1 or more by
20 per cent In

Twelve Cases . . .
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SEEN & HEARD ..

(Continued From Page 1)
of peace, entered plea of guilty,
(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued From Page 1)
1961-62, Mies Prences Brown, 1962- fined $1500 plug $450 cows
at 6:30 this morning and looked
E
H
Roberta,
charged
With
03. Mrs. Dam= Gawans, 1963-64;
out and there it was, frost The
Mrs. Donald Hunter, 1e64-65; Mrs. breech of peace, entered plea of flowering
plants apparently were
guilty,
fined
$16.00 phis $4.60
Wilton R. 1065-66.
not adversely affected since they
cents
Others at the head table inG. P. Kilgore, charged with were stranding tall as usual.
chided the executive board, present officere, plus Mrs. Hugh drinteig in public, entered plea We called 6363 and the lady
mid
of guilty, fined $10.00 plus $460
Nofferinger. Mrs. Maurice ChristoIt was
. 30 degrees. By 8:00 o'clock
costs.
pher. and Mrs. Read; outgoing
M. E. Parker, cha.rged with A had risen to 47. With a clear
officers, Mrs. Ralph Teeseneer,
redden driving, entered plea of der and the May sun it should
president; Mrs. Joe Price, viceguilty. fined $115.00 plus a 50 warm up today.
president; Mrs. Puri:born Lovett,
mats,
secretary; Mrs. Ken Barra treaIt. R. Chinned, charged with City and county irhoois end their
surer. exiled chairma.n, Mrs Ben
speeding, arnended to breach of annual seettoras this month. In
Thelhreni; telephone chairman,
peace, entered plea of gi4fty, fined about three weeks hundreds of
Mrs. Wiliam Taylor
Cis from ex to 18 wig be foot$1000 plus M 50 coats.
Following the business meeting
loose and ilancy free for the BumField
J W Wcsi, charged with lathand election of officers. Dr Ethel
mer. Others US tackle some type
=4-1
he
entered Ilea of
Inoue.
dioltwo
Miller preeented several poetry
of challenge to sharpen their wits
gui3ty, fined $15.00 pass $4.50 costs.
selections, accompanied on the piaand abilities.
E
E
Carson, charged with
no by Mrs. Donald Clement) Mrs
speeding, amended to breach of
Still ethers ell spend the sumW. J. Pitman Introduced those
peace, entered plea of gully, finmer earning rooriey with etuch to
on the program.
ed 110-00 Phis $4)50 crate.
further their Macedon
Others
Members of the luncheon social
L. E. Turner, Chanted with
will do absolutely nothing
correnittee were Mesdames W. J. speeding.
amended to breach of
Pitman. chairman, Gordon Hunt- peace,
entered plea of guilty, finA lawyer, defendeng a man ac- I
er. Mans MoCamialh, Redhead ed
*10.00 pius $4-50 costs.
cuaed of howebresking, said to
Pletcher, George Lilly, Ambrose
Ronnie Peterses. charged with
the court:
Igalterly. and ?Aim Vanda Gibson. rksretganding stop
align, entered
-Your Honor, I submit that me
Beautiful decorations, featuring plea of guilty. fined
$10.00 costs
client did not break into the
'prim flowers and Japanese Par- impended.
house at all He found the parlor
ma& were used in the ballroom
%endow open and merely inserted
ivhiah was particularly festive wah
his right arm and removed a few
the new obandeller recently inFIELD'S
trifling articles. Now, my client's
lled The &aerations were by
arm
n
and
not
hermit
I
fall
to
Mrs.
Harlan
Hodges. chairman.
I
(Continued From Page 1)
see how >nu can pureeh the whole
negated by MTV James Kane and
yeas =mane North 15th Street individual for an offense min:mittMrs. Robert Daniel.
frcen the east side to the west ed by only one of his limbs."
The University Woman'a Society has • purely social purptee, aide and told Poire he ran out
The Aide* considered this for
to bring members of the Univer- horn between two parted cars ki- several momenta, and then re- FIELD'S - In-The-Piece
sity family together In onier to te the right aide of the 1965 plied:
'That argument is very well
become bebter acquainted. Beth Chemed two door hardtop, ownSall emend teas are planned sped- ed by Alfred Duncan and driven put Follovong it logically, I sentby
Jerry
In
Duncan ot Murray, ence the defendant'. arm to one
Pk:aft to honor the newoomeri, a
group which by the fall of 111011 going north on North leth Street. years imprisonment. He OW acThe City Ponce Investigated • company it or not, as he chodeeis"
had grown to sixty peraone Mee
t other events are planned dude( two car collision at 113 North lith The defendant smiled, and with
BOSTON BUTT
Ms lawyer's nelasinoe unscrewed
the year setti the highlight of Street yeeterchry at 6 42.
Oans
involved
were
a
MHO
Bukk
cork
leaving
arm
his
Iliad,
it
In
the year being the Christen's buffet early in December, with 260 four caw owned by J W. Pitman the courtroom, waked out.
of Wickliffe Fboute One and driven
present this mat Year
by Sharma Lee Wilson. Minton Fellow said the aldent my to
Route Two, and a 1996 Wks- double your money is to fold It
semen two door owned by John over once and put it in you
Thomas Rudolph. Sr.
. and driven pocket
3 POUNDS
by Fasio/ph, Jr., of Parluoah Route
(Continued From Page 11
Pour
During the hobday males rah,
ether top nonors e follows:
Damage to the Buick was on the president of a large furniture
Petraila Irvin, tgateghter of Mr. the front bumper and to ihe
company Wes •11entened at 3 am
hied Mrs. C. B. !rein. Route One, Vollearegen on the loft rear fendby the riming of the telephone
Mayfield
war selected aa Mies er, sodordling to the Police report.
"(bawl morning." mkt a sweet
Insure Hamm Ter to reyoung mete —This is Mary O'DELITED BLACKBERRY - 10-Oz
present Kneader at the National
Leary You cant know me, but I
Oonvention in San Prancer° in
bought a coffee table at your
June She ls a graduate of Penndone two weeks, aro and I just
ington High School, and is now
ICesiiinued 1Pren Pegs
leant to tell you how much I Vie
a senior at WRY, majoring in THE
YEAR wand for the first the table"
business education
region, and who Ma Tenement
The preadent was anivayed but
Burton, dauilder of Mr.
An
Murray and the lint region at tried to hide his feelings
• are Mrs C L Burton, Cleveland,
the Kentucky Mate Jaye
-lin gad you l•e It. madam.
Ohio. formerly of Murray, was vention
he replied. "bUIL why did you
wanted en Man Future Dueness
The MO* Important activky for have to all me in the middle of
nrertberve to represent Kentucky
the month of May is to be the the night to tell me that?"
et the nattered =mention She is
Mary
answered
"Beciame."
Serembier Mokarceele Races which
a trackage at UM,
:entity High,
is oo-aponsored by the Murray 'weeny. "rim truck Just deliverand is now a junior at MISLT maJayCee's and The Ken-take Oycle ed it"
joring in oak. managernent
01.* Thin went is to be held on
Jerry Wheeler. daughter of Mr
I Dr. K. R. Houston weed away
saturclary. May le of 7 pin.
and Mrs Autrey Wheeler, LynnAn impressive ceremony yeas thirty yearly ago thes month at the
ville, was sandal as Mr leiture presented
by PS* President Gni- age at 56 The Young laselnam
BUNTLINE Teacher and aleo took rk
Pawns& as he installed seven Slen's Club pawed a reeoluteon
top honors In the Extempore:1- new
members trir the °relent's- larnenting Its death and the reeous Spedeng Contest He le a tion, thrne
Metalled are
Ray solution was drawn up by L
PLANTER'S - 111-0z.
graduate of Cuba High School, Neoworne,
Prann Burteen. Wal- Malin, Roy Stewart and H C
and is now a limier at MM, ter Byers, Don
Lynch. Larry Morn.
majoring in anxiuniting
Srtimader, Ed Van Waugh and
Murray's Vocabulary Relay Team Ray
Mins
The Senior Claes of Murray High
comprised of Vicki EU, Murray
The Murray Jannee's will be School of NWT presented a play
/idler. and Bud fita.11a, Jr, won wee
represented at the ante Con- entitled -The Moonstnne- on May
firet place tionara also
vener= In Owensboro frown May 25 Members taking part in the
Other MSC representativee at- 18 through Mee
20 where How- play were Eleanore Catlin, Mary
tending the oonvention were Ed ant Meek tonmediate
,
Peet Pre- ZKaibeth Roberts. laircad Gilbert,
giAnt
Thomas, put president of the Orient,
a reeking the ottiee of James Thurmond, Thorras Earl
AndrVernon
Chapter,
Kentucky
Interrational Ftelittons DIreceor Martin. Rudolph, Ookon, 0 .1.
Del Monte
e= and Mr and Mrs Charles anternational
Ocorctirator)
If Sparks, Paul Lemons, Thornas
13 Ryan Mrs Ryan Is chapiter elated, his duttes will be to re- Row Sammons. Mary Marra, Mary
act,iar
No. 2 can
present Kentucky at all Internet- Femora Perdue, Annie Lee Farkneel layCee affairs.
ley, Francais Safford, Martin ProNABISCO
vine and Chinon* Owen.

Field's

PURE

Chestnut SAUSAGE

YOUR
111

GROUND

PORK
BACON 55 STEAK BEEF
Spare Ribs
59Fb 491 54;)
39g,
49
FROZE
N
Smoked Picnics 35icb
lb

BRENT GAMEY . . .

✓

MORTON

Braunschwieger 39icb

,TE
0

MORTON - Chicken, Beef, Turkey

MSU ROTC Cadets To
Couple Retires . ..
Undertake Field
(Continued From Face 1)
Training Near Lake
home on their farm Is 1111Miber of Mrs. W. B. McCuiston
year. ago In preparation for his Passes Away Today
Thin weekend 64 MSC Advance

Yd.

88
88
44
44

omen =deb who will ir0 CO ROTC
surnmer camp this summer, will
perticepate in field trebling at
Chandler State
B
A
Park near Handel. Kentucky. The
cadets will train, within the state
part bourway. beginneut at approadrnatety 5 pm. Friday. May 5,
and enclkr I stn. Saturday. May

as
sa

88
88

6.
•

its
•

TION

b

The training will coined of
day and nisei commas courses,
night patrolling, and a aeries
12 small unit leadership reaction
problem This trwandng is aimed
of making the cadets better prewar! for mummer camp.
All personnel within the area
should be were that cadets will
be In the area during Friday night
and Saturday morning and that
mazumurn at-Mention ing be made
and other
of blank
devices to Mmuliate field ocenbat

of

retirement He Is the son of Mrs.
Flora Perinea TIOW Of Fulton, and
the ate Al Far/en of the /Mtge'
, community
• Plains is the fonner Mania Berch. daughter of the late
Me. and Mrs Mlles Beach of
Her brother. Rex. reKirkeery
sides at the old Beach home at
Kidney now
Mr
Farkas has
two Miters. Mrs James Shelton
ot Palen and Mrs LaWielle MG'
Os, 01 Detroit, Mich , and one
breeder, Donna Farina, aLso of
Damn
The Farina' have one ain. Rev
Robert Parleas, who is now associate paelbor of a Methodist
church in Wheaton, Md.. a suburb of Wsehington, D. C. They
have eix gran:Itchier:ken. Steve
Kartieryne, Sheryl, Keith, Jon,
and /Limberty Efue.

4

Mrs W B (SAW) McGuigan
of the Benton Road near Akno
died at 12:45 pm at the Vanderbilt Bospani, Niashillle, Tam
after a long illness.
Mrs. alriCsitetion woe well krurw..
by inane people in Murray and
Calloway Courty a. ehe was a
licensed beauty operator and had
tier own shop of her home at one

FUTURE 1
20===0=0

V

PET INSTANT

ALABAMA GIRL

PLEASE

6 07

-

49"

Lipton

Super Rose Sugar Free
ran• 4
for

r

SWEETENER _

SUNSHINE

Reg. Blue Bonnet
1 -lb. tin

29e

SEGO

Campfire - 15-oz.

490
39' HYDROX COOKIES
27" PEACHES_ _
'
'GleiAc hPE 2hICE _ — 2 b9"
gh:

Folger's

COFFEE _ _ _

25

GODCHAUX

CHIPS AHOY
65° MARGARINE

(isa ge

cans
;r

Jenny Lee

PRODUCE

GREEN BEANS _15i-ow I Or
Moon kist

15
DELICIOUS
FLAVORS
fruit fruit taste

3 for
40 29c

RED POTATOES 39' GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 29" JEos
10°
BANANAS
29' ORANGE JUICE
PARSNIPS 29`` PALMOLIVE LIQUID _ 39'
19°
SLAW
d..29°
LEMONS
25 APPLE SAUCE _ 2 35' BUCKEYE PEAS 3 7,7 29'
ONIONS
Open Each Evening Till 9 p.m.
10-

lbs.

Her huaband is errazkryed at the
Ryan Milk 0o. and they have one
eon
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Mame will have charge of arrangements.

lb.

Moonkist

Giant Size

Mussleman's - 161-oz.

Shotate)at - 15-or.

pkg,

FRESH

NOW YOU KNOW

by United Press International
The pledge of alleglianoe to the
fag was compased in Bonbon In
conditions
1992 by etude members of Ybuth's
Companion. a then poptiler young
10
People'r magadne which helped
20===1/2•
1
=
give the pledge national circulaFRANKFORT — A new regula- tion
tion, which becomes effeottve tovinlatore" or drivers 1410
0
11 \-414-4141 thy, We provide that Kentucky Mai
drivels who mournadete 12 traffic stootuntidute poindei more quacka.
Points are maseened on the bees
violations pukka within a two•
convictions, forfeitureof
11 Year Wind atia have their licens- of
UNLOCKS YOUR
and payment of fines by
borCarl
ee suspended
Preemie rules provide for a three- mail for moving traffic violations
year, rather than a two-year perThomas Woodrow Wilson, the
iod.
11
The Department. of Pubic Safe- 28th president of the United States
ty said Monday the -ohmage would was born at Staunton, Va., Dec. 28
enable K 110 concentrate on lob- 1866.

11

inEs

Salad Dressin9

235
25

2qr TEA NIS _ _ ,..t59" TAMALES --- 2

— 12-oz. pkg.

cane

YELLHW

Accumulation Of 12
Points Loses License

sent

65c POT PIES
CREAM

QT. 59c
VEL giant 47c SUGAR 10 $1.09
Ajax Cleaner 2i 25c MILK8 qt. size
79c
tuart
Peanut Butter 69c Dill Pickles
39c
PET MILK _ __2:12g"

FAB

3W

Miracle
Whip

JELLY 2 for 49c WriFiiii'ocds

PINEAPPLE _

/N

KRAFT

269

39b

SNOWDRIFT 3i

AWARDS ...

Fish - Turkey - Chicken - Salisbury Steak Meat Loaf - Pot Roast Beef

PORK ROAST

STATE HONORS ...

1.

TV DINNERS

3 lbs.

ea.

GASPER

JOHNSON'S

CHILI
15-Ounces

e;lonrs

"Fine Food
for
Fins Folks"
Ws Samerve Irlb•
aigits i• LAWS

•
•••••••

•

t'

IrM1.••

jftwavagirow
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THendon Horne Scene
10f Bridal Tea For
horice Paschall

aiendar
esdnerdsy. May 2
The
Mousers ga
meib
I
NMI in tie Stet wady nom of
.I.as pet A
Mallatitt..or.

mum so oil maims.
.
eits.dren glatellag
healf
ti.r
Bra tune nem year.
•••
The
Cherry
Corner
Begtht
Cluiron Waimea iLasustary dotmay ma tziom at tue ob....1.13 at
'• .40 pin
.• •
The iiaka Citantry Club Mikis
day hindurm asit be iv-sod as
By Abigail Van Buren
niodi st Use C.
Par :e....er•rOssna
DAUGHTER are *worms1.• sad she has Imo Owe
ma imam rater Tas-aaaa or DiAlt ABBY
IWZDNLNDAY.
S
• Bantam issaadvs 114-1.1141.
lelt than ma hit sot that yes
MAR ABBY I am a dug* girl nava is read emakibase go to wort
•••
of 29. ltv.ns at home with fay on- m yenta(
ems miss de kaa
Eilianday. May 4
flowed soother I have a goad )0.3 lane. AM IR she eLIR thinks
yes
Ibis Carter &MOS Pareca-Tes- and am very taiga. I date. but have shed. see a peyehlah4st.
ten her
ober Readable mit asset at dig 1110 .1.411•••1.11101te lito I ans.cwn- mem go If
she well.
mioui
2.11 pas. Oaken kir I&
my lila my mother is pot.
sr
use nos year irdi ViVistalled.
She thinks amiwthish must be
EIZAR ABBY I am being atensad
• ••
-wrong- with me because I'm not mpg ano have had offend lovely
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DOwNHEARTIED BRIDE
DEAR DOH SfillEARTED: dam
Group
of the Firm
Mae • War may sot have bans an
um church OWle we meet
with
itra 0, 3Boone Jr , at
1030 tIr rusk
'ebr °b.*
"
arre
traded far your
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rotors berembeld• ••
yours sued Mae's. we I OSA year

MURRAY LOAN CO.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
Sila W. Main Street
Phone 753-2421

BIDS WILL BE RECEIVED
May 6th, 1967
FOR THE MAINTAINANCE OF
TEMPLE HILL CEMETERY
FOR ONE YEAR
COMMITTEE: John Grogan - Ewin Jones Henry Childress
753-2985

•
•

512 Main Street

•

if • DO

VITALIS

i'_RGENS

Hair Dressing

LOTION
-

Bottle of 100

Our

1.39

PitItE

Li.

SAVE 35e!!

C
F

or °ahem 75.1-12111, 7S3-32M. or
.113-34113 Whore May I

• ••
ehlimpter U et Gas P 3 0 SSterneod Rua MAO • 12 00 o'cir-k
liertuulah meeting an the home of

OUR PRICE

69c

:

R

L Hanover
•••
Aditovog paint front

113 Ss. 41k Steed

woostroet
Phew 713-21133

carrod
moor- tf you toe an

did idotiabi....ip in conjure:mon with
pa.ht remover.

*These two-piece sets'are first

quality, American made, and
nationally advertised lbinbric belt matching shirt
and short pants.
OUnrianditionally
guaranteed
sanforized
in beautiful
plaids. stripes
and solids

gm"•s' sizes
618
•Men's Shen
28-311

Mi

•These American mode, first quality, shirts
will meet your highest species.
cations •Button down and perma-stay
collars.
IlbOur selections
of solids, plaids,
and stripes are
excellent.
111111oris sizes 6-16
•Men's sizes
S-M-L

LADIES' AND GIRLS'

LANES'

; CANVAS SHOES

TOWEL SETS

Poor Boy SHELLS
IDSlip into a shell - These
shells are not only cool and
comfortable, but a style hit.
•Round, Crew
and V Necks.

o
tu •Red. White, Blue and Block
.o•Infants, Girls and
.5 Ladies Sizes.
*This Kind Of Value
For Itself.

()Yellow. White,
Red, Pink
and Blue.

5

cloth set comes
In a lovely gift
box. Satin
ribbons snot-

Lacks' PANTIES

OA af'de array of fashion and femininity.
()Comfortable elasticized waist and leg
openings.
•

HALirn
FSLIPS

•Ideal for any wardrobe.
•These 100% acetate slips are so
pretty, they're always a
p'eastire to weal
•You will he
pleased with our
sr !teflon of
cc tors. •S,IM,L

their
dainty pastel
shades.

•Pink, blue and %%bite
wide range of co!ors.

self-addregied.

lbs, M, L

•This bath
towel and face

2

floe has the world been treating
you' Milord your probiktha on Dear
Abby, Box 6ir/01. Los
AlWeles.
P0dd Fir a personal, unpublished

2
•Sizes 5-10

F se Abley's booklet. ilow to Have
a lAvrly Wedding.- send II to Abby,
Dez dent Loa CaaWitts, (ALL. sem

›-

Lai

LADIES'SLEEVELESS

eg

•Sure to please boils
Mom and your budget

F
0

ta"

I

0
op

The Dollar

General Stores Nearest You

PLASM DRAPES

BLOUSES

tri
?Ad A Touch of Fresh Bestut%
To Yner Windows!
••• • Fully

Smartly styled, casual fvoltions,
beautifully
tailored from
quality fabrics.
Also sheet and
roll up sleeves.

\fit

ere

• Non-

flamable
• Wipe
clean
with

10

I-1

4
5.
a.
--si,e.
32

GOLAN C. HAYS
Illerrit!r, Ky.

ION 011Ve

C, 44291

damp
cloth

2 t) $1

o 40.

r VERYrn A*MK"tittr. war'A T.lyilLA; 'E.- t 4ERAI. STnRES

!lbws, 763-11176
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POLICY PAYS IN ADDITiON to my other inturtmee No limit to number of times policy May be used. Koepital cost are rising at a fast rate
today!
•Yout old policies may need reviewing an additional coverage obtained
This policy provides Modern up to date bei14421.k. Please write today.

In

MEN'S AND BOYS'

•fluilt for
rugged wear
and smooth.
easy comfort

>-

Pelle, APIpnavird by Commonwealth of Kentucky. Department of Ins. Issued
Only lie People Age 62 and fiver. No age limit. Pays cash benefits ant revered
by Medicare while in hospital, at home and for Doctor Bills, at a very lost
cost to you.
1. PAYS FIRST $40 of hospital f•xpeit.se First day or first week
PAYS FIRST $50 of &Me bill,, plus•20', of additional doctOr bills
1. PAYS $100 PIK WEEK in hotopital for 12 tenelcs starting eighth day
4 PAYS $25 PER WM% while convalescing at home for 13 weeks
6. PAYS FOR PRE-EXISTING CONDTIONS after policy Is in force 6
months
6 PAYS FULL BENYTITS IN CASH to insured or assignee promptly
7 POLICY HAS NO nE)tyurnatz CLAUSE. Marto paying twat dap II NOT necessary to .stay In hOepltal 60 days to collect full berieflta
9 POLICY OUARANTETD RENEWABLE for life. Pio riders clan be attach-

SAVE 50e!!

..11At this surprising
we offer you not
only assorted solids, but a broad range of
plaids and fancy patterns.

mate le put a stop to any mai:
opening. she &mkt cumuli with

NEW ...'SUPPLEMENT TO MUHL',

84c

SAVE 1101!

Walking Shorts TWO•PIECE SETS SPORT SHIRTS

lad tor anyone ouwr than
die ildigtmee to open it lt a federal )
ReTendi-a *taw, if *IntildrInir

reply. enclose a
eilkomed envelogle.

•

-

Price

MEN'S AND BOYS'

prams. and the military. at certain
er Roped Muria will meet
the home of Mrs Lawson Wil- nines may open fun class mail
but otharane
Is strictly nonfIdat iseeen pm.

her local pteLmuster If her school
hat In tad bah opening her mall
ime.
•• •
a simple numbs tear the poster Mould Out and end to ft If
Ibriothirm. lad g
doeuni, the threat of a federal
• rummage m.e whi be held 01
the hainaan Lesion o...1 Mune- crime action against the who,.
iced by Me Huaness arel Prefer. ahou:d acare the holy titaness out
Maim Women a O.* The two of them
ar..• b.. frost as ash to noon
KAB
CO NfelDIENTIAL TO "Cheated
.1‘..mor.s are waled to bring Mews
fur the ease to the Hail on Filifirg And niorarded-: Foe nearly IS years
by yslir OWN siblebsissa. yew watched
Irian as to audit pm.
• ••
Vier assoleirser chest ethers.
Tel
nal annual Dichry Day pieta yderemaliald as part at kb' ergaahatless
and mid nothbite. Se why
hc.--trog • social hour and buffet
be bald at the Cadesta. are yes saw esurpased to find yearsee
a Maas of Ms estkirawweee
4.101019 Oatingry ChM at 311 pin.
.ae sedrilleas and theu torn& din Teo meg Sas services shf a rood bswd town guests Mate reservations Jar-

I 01
/
2-0z.

Reg. Price 11.00
Reg. Price

wietber is wrong.

•••
The ftillestehlp Mmiboon el the
Moan Weems Mika all be
beta it the nye Meiliadhit
Chun& at 12 no
All women of
all Marches are unwed to d-

If,

"EXCHANGES OR REFUNDS CHEERFULLY GIVEN"

Reg. Price 1 1.19

• The Bawl ithetsan's Club will
•• •
Meet in ihe ihdr team at seven
I
DEAR ABBY You have led es:
paw • kir nte neargation of ofmost
abeltered
?kers by Mrs MIsloolen Orono as
lee if you didn't
moan. gnat
Members pease know that some boarding wheels
CLAUD
the right to center their AVfaA• dame of date
•••
dints mall steam 1id -claim:not have •i The pastatttce &sheMeg 11
nom apeetneally states that some
Ills
Pie be °maid
ad
"
moth co the momftindni
corn_ JAM:rations much as mental nospItals

Each and *wry watch we sere-

IT'
frt

"MURRAY'S MOST UNUSUAL STORE"

7 117 Bottle

0
11

IS UOILA

Murray, Kentucky

,

he le setentintmly ebedeed an
ear Vlbrograf Watehrate
corder. Compand to an ettrema
ly ivneuraie frequetiry standard
Demand printed proof of accuracy from your remainan year watch deserves the best

•

Per ea menu- wets the hon-

DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

•I

AND ERROR •
WATCH REPAIR
'
HERE!
I

•

Off MATRRZI1TT iesmas

DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR c- 'ERAL STORES—EVERY CAY
IS DeiLCAR'DO.AT.CK)LLAR-"GENERAL STORES-EVERY DAY
as

Daughter Nagged
to Get Husband

(41 MURRAY
=10=10
p NO TRIAL

to

NEW YORK at - The Idea:
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PINNED UNDER TRUCK WHEELS—Thrown out of her car which
spun out of control on ice and hit a truck, Barbara Dalton,
22, Ls pinned under the rear wheels of the semi-trailer truck
as rescue workers struggle to free her. The accident Occurred on Chicago's Stevenson Expressway. She was reported
hi serious condition at a hospital.

A IrAtilt 1* *Iwo crras
who invite Mb
If anyone doubts the danger of of our day, 1,ze %obi Btho approlfe
civil disobedience and planned Ms- their viSILS to respectable Pisces.
dttlet
thithd BUM, he het blit7 7001761117 MAIM MA RAW are
°rile/ to examine recent tragic events implementing a constalhtlEnai guarand ?Ituations in Nashville, Tenn., antee of free totieleeh. It this is their
and Rochester, N. Y. In both cities idea, then they have indulged in
progressive
communities the moat tortured logic—logic un- -ghat
wilt& are the pride of the states— aorthy of men who predate to be
so-called "evil rights" advocates educators and leaders of public opushave Created teirihle havoc.
Ton.
Nashville suffered the worst of
The Stokely oarmithaets of this
this trouble in early April when
"blaek power" advocate Stokely Ca- oluntry don't barb a monopoly on
rmichael was invited to speak at eitil rights. The average, law-abidVanderbilt University. Following his ing citizens of Nashville and other
hiftitinnistery talk, this Tennessee communities have a right to live in
city—ii center of eiciumailenal ac- a comnarnny free of rampartug
tivity—was torn by riots, in the mobs and &ardent arsDnidts.
It is time that those who adminaords of the press. "Roaring Marauders, many Of than screaming ister colleges and universities bear
'black gibiVer.' struck through a 30- in mind the right of the kw-reblock area, shooting, looting, de- specting iiiikeity It Is time that
stroying cars and trucks and set- colleges ind universities retrain
ting fire to stores with flaming Mol- from operating as privileged Sanctuaries for every would-be teritirLst
otov cocktaiis."
Of Anitricati Society.
Great as was the tragedy that lilt
RA Mk Stokely Carchics.el, there
Nashville, the greatest tragedy is Is some question as to whether he is
that of the mental attitude which an American citialen. Yet he has
trait reaponsible fOr Carinichael's abusted this connWy, its lams flag
visit to IFie YetrideatIR emispds. The and public dectianai,
visit, approved by Chancellor Alex- only ask, if he ntt a citizen tirty he
ander Heard, supposedly was in the hasn't been deported to his native
Interest of "free expression." nut 'rinidad it he is a citizen AY
what university, what city or state hasn't he been arrested for treaSla America. needs free expression In on' "To hell with the iaws of the
the kali of Moltov cliektalls? Those Chittd Stitt" M Csainkirialel

•• •

9
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Can Po-and Quickly
By MAN O'SULLIVAN
Ha YOU stocked up for an
emergency? It's a wise
Idea, for a food crisis can occur St any time.
For example, there's the
night you come home from the
otree and discover too late that you forgot to defrost the
steak.
Cahed For Rain
Or there's the planned shopping trip you have to raistpone
— and the hat Mandes year
dinner because of a Monboontype rainfall.
Or there's the day when
friends drop in and the occasion demands that you feed
them but what'
Keep a grad supply of canned g,
orls on the pantry shelf
and yerull always be ready for
emergencies such as these.
Canned ftklia ellit be combined
In a number of tasteful waye
to make dishes such as those
suggested by today's recipes.
CURRIED TUNA
1 small onion
2 (6,4 to 7 ozo cans tuna
I can condensed ereurn of
chicken soup
2 tsp, bottled ternon juice
2 to 3 tsp curry powder
14 tsp. ginger
3 c. hot cooked rice
thrry accompani-nents
Coat chopped Onion in al
drained from tuna until tender. Add soup, lemon kik
curry powder and ginger;
Well. Add tuna broken
chunks; Mix !Witty and
Serve over hot rice. Offer
Curly iiccompaniments, such
is chutney, chopped peanuts,
coconut, crumbled crisply
c,oked bacon, chopped hardcooked eggs and sliced green

A

•

C4110.1111.

Serves 4 to 6.

TWO (&1101 ed Mai /at arid a can of condensed cream of
chicken soup are the main
ingrediehta tot a qufekly-niade Curried Tuna dish. heciops
of tut sick tie served %ink it
TokAird LatA buo
tbsp. flour
111 dap butter or
margan ne
1 (I lb 12 oa I can whole
1dRiakoea
c. 41111k
sharp cheddar
cheese
% tsp. Worcestershire
sauce

h, chopped preen pepper
1 tl lb.) can or Jar green
beets
Rlend flour with melted butter, gradually stir in % C.
juice drained from tomatosi
and the la c. milk.
Cook over medium heat until thickened. stirring. Stir in
cheese. Worcestershire seem
green pepper and drained lima

rats

•

•

N8I I

rAaa,
,,

.An

CANNED WHOLE tomatoes are delicious. Here they're teatned with canned lima Ice ins
fur all-vegetable dish marked With sharp cheddar cheese, green pepper, Worciatershire.

Well*. 'fat yam tint!! thebe
Is melted. Add drained toma141s Ind heat bl-refly.
Serves 4 to 6.
t'AAttraoLl
Rah edbdepsed Cream dk
chicken soup
14 c, milk
a t. neayerinalle
I (34 oz.) can chow
mein noodles
2 15 to 6 oz) ciats boned
chicken, cat tato bite.sized pieces
2 tbsp toasted halved
almonds, optional
Mix trash, hulk and Mayonnaise until srpocith. Add needles and chicken with liquid;
mix lightly and put into a
casserole. Sprinkle with almonds, if desired.
Bake in a moderate oven,
St5 11`., about 25 relit Serial
a it, 9.
SALMON QUICKIE
2 *Els toast
3 11 11.1 can salmon
1 isrhill onion
34 tsp. salt
Dash pepper
% c. dairy sour cream
I 111 61.) CIA tthilalb
MUM
1 tlisp. Ellopped jrsley
Cu: toast into small cubes
and put in bottom of shallow
baking dish, add liquid &Shied from salmon and salmon
broken into bite-size piece".
Sprinkle with fipsly cb.o)Ped
onion; season with salt and
pepper,
Mix four cream, tartar°
sauce and parsley; spread over
salmon.
cavei ine beke in hot oven,
425 F., for 13 to 20 min.
Warns

$1.5 MILLION SHOWPIECE—It's a drawing of the 20-story-high U.S. exhibit—for whin,
Cong-res.s appropriated $9.5 million—at Expo '67 in MontreaL The transparent
l. The "webbing" asctiona
geagll
dome covers 171,4.86 square feet and Is of tubular steel.
by 12 feet, and tinted. Expo '67 opens April I&
41ere aloe*

U.S. CHOICE

leORMIK
U.
State Department expressed
concern in Washington that
American prisoners in North
Vietnam are being subjected
110 bralliwaah techniques after
ettittr. Richard A. ttiatton (top), a captured Navy
_pilot, read a fepage "coatisdon" (lower) in HanoL Phoidi rites an ofNcial t)oramuniat source.

cently. Refuse to Wilt In Viet MM.
he thundered at the Negro students;
and they roared back with the new
litany of the civil righters. "Heil no.
won't go". . . "Hell no, won't go.'
Who is Stokely .Cartruchaers powerful friend in Washington who is
protecting host against either deportation or arrest fur Creagan;
Even Is Nashville puffered riots,
Rochester, N. Y. has suffered the
arrogance and Prinaire
Imtegra =c• of
FICiHT (Freedom,
God.
Honor—Today a radical community action group. For months FIGHT
testablishe With hinds Omitted hi
the Rochester Council of Churches)
has been trying to intimidate the
Stigalft Kodak Co.. one of the nation's most respected and enlightened companies. It has been trying
to force Kodak to acoeot FIGHT as
the excitant recruiting agent for
tibiarliled persons who will be trainee by the company.
MORT imported (Stokely Carmichael to address a rally in Rochester.
Cannichael told the rally: "We have
been looldnig for $ fight against a
big company. and you've got everything We want" What Fume+ had
in mind is plain enough. A leader
Of the oraerttuatton says that it plans
"guerrilla warfare" against Kodak.
It 11,106 plans to hound Kodak's official' and to create disorder at the
company 8 annual meeting. Despite
the campaign of harassment against
this and other highly respected
rhurch to-:01.1rk5 continue
to give financial and °tiler assistance to FloHT. According to the
!Yea York Times, the presiding bishop of the Protestant Episcopal
Church has withheld proxy votes
front the Rods* board on stack
owned by the chtiroh. This action
was taken to protest Kodak's failure to enter into an agreement Isith
FIGHT.
In Roeheeter, then. is found an
example of the intimidation campaign winch radical groups plan to
use .ainst American corporations.
Both the mass riots and the selectire intimidation are equally shameful. The American people should
wake up to this tarty war—s war
waged from within by people who
want to break down our free society.
MuLLIE'S MINI
LONDON cry — When -Miss
Tottrishi Of Shaspore," pretty Mollie Aug Moot Hus, 22. transited London she told reporters a hat she
mainly *anted to sec ass 'a tendon. mini Skirt." She was hersielf
wearing a skirt that stopped four
inches above the knees.
SPORTS .FILLERS — — SPORTS
Ted Williams' baseball record included •lifetime batting average of
.344.
911
0111111111.
2
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UNLOCKS YOUR

FUTURE
000

BONELESS

SWISS
STEAK

Chuck
Roast

37Ib

10th & Chestnut Streets
OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY
CLOSED SUNDAYS
CHESTNUT

69

lb

DEL MONTE

Bacon

BAR-B-Q
18-0s. Bottle

CATSUP

SAUCE

,
59 2 39c 341
14-Or. Bottle

•
°F

!MOM -('AL-IA)

ntt moirrt

FOLGERS

ORANTIE

No.

DRINK

COFFEE

dal.

Can

Pineapple

1-Lb. Can

29., 65•ca 131

Crultheti or Chunk

KRAFT SALAD BOWL
Quart

I RESH

CABBAGE
SALAD
rb
DRES'G 39,1
OPIATE() - 111-02. Jar
PEA('H or GRAPE

CARROTS
1-Lb. Hag

IDAO WHITE

JAM

YELLOW

POTATOES

389'

10-Lb. Bag

ONiONS
3-1.b. Rag

5INlDt

Open 24 Hours A Day ... Closed Sundays
Items Below Are Our Everyday Low Nita

• • •

These Prices Effective Through
Tuesday. May 9th, 1967 •
Quantity Purchases Limited
1.11/1 IR DDT
10 117
CLEANSER (Sc OFF) - keg.
Size

SEGO 3 79c AJAX

14c

ALI. BRANDS

KRAFT FREN111 - 16-07

Can

Dressing 49c BISCUITS Sc
CHEESE
33c Charcoal 53c
10-LB. 11%C.

I. 0. A. - 6-02. Pkg.

I
KELLOGG'S _

Pkg.

1. WHOLE KERNEL YELLOW

CornFlakes33c CORN ifor 39c
INN
Beans 29c Drink 3.o 25c
FACE

SHOWBOAT - No. :ISO Can

PORK

:
3

BUSH'S - No. 300 Can

G A

BAKER'S VARIETY

Spaghetti 10c Cookies
STEELE SWEET - No. 21 Can

49c

RAGS

Potatoes1i49c Dogrvod6i49c
FLAVOR-KIST JUNIRO PAK

G..1. ALIT MTPAIM -

FancyFluffs494 FOIL

•
via

4ses

RAH

25c

•
rn

Sky Is Limit
For Gibson
This Year

LIEG(IFIt

&

MURRAY, RRNYUCZY

TIMES

WEDNESDAY - MAY 3, 1967

Open Every Evening Till Midnight for
Your Shopping Convenience
EVERY

WEDNESDAY

IS

DOUBLE

STAMP

DAY

Sy 1011 CARNICELLI
Ell Spirts Writer
National Lew',
TKe sky's the limit for Bob COW. L Pet. GB
f.Cel.a h0 has boom progreoggelg
Cintlitoati
15 6 714 1-i•iter In tack 41 1d1
BR Laub
10 7 .5$13 3
league ameggis
is mew IMO to Atlanta
3
10 7 .588
bodge his he as biashallb premier
8 6 .571 3%
Pittsburgh
Maim
Mop
8 7 .533 4
Gilson blame the nrst major
471 5
8 9
league Weber to win four games Pballbtiphia
Ptanolseo
7 10 .412 b
this sego= slim be limited the Bea
7 10 .412 6
Les Angeles
league leading Climionsu Reds to
New York
7 11
...1119
two hits and mini* out 12 batters
6 13 .316 I
Houston

Mieiday night to kit the St. Loins
Cardinals In a 0-11
Elawebnive in Ma Stational League, Los Angeles iligealied Pittsburgh
5-3 in 11 inabiga New Tort edged
Elan Francisco 3-2 in 12 innings.
AUanta downed Chicago 3-1, and
Houston routed Philadelphia 10-3.
In American League action MtnDemote bombed New York 13-4, California nipped Boston 3-2, and
Washington and Kansas City split
their twl-tught doubleheader
by
idenUcal 1-0 moms. The BalUmoreCleveland and Detroit - Chicago
games were rained out.

Leads
Strikesats
Gibson, a muscular iastballer,

Taderday's Beedts
Atlanta S. Chicago 1
New York 3 San Fran. 2, 12 innings_

n sonsus
• asosnmes

Nev,, 390

COCKTAIL

rz
i
11 E
1
11

2-1b. box 69°

r
19

-I pound box

se-oz. cans

PORK &

3 cc'$1.00

No. 300 cans

BEANS

44

4

tall can 59°

lle
4-oz. can 5

SAfiE

CREAM

59°

tif
ii

3-lb. can 79°

eDta
liiiT

Campfire

SHERBERT

I

gal- 59°

l

No. 2 can 3 czare $1•00

14-oz bottle

CATSUP

4 Fc). $1.00

59c

flit

l
ib'
FRIES

fur $1 00

ble

Turner's

Tay night. He has now
salootilid ter exactly half the Mc-

2-1b. bag

0

0
n

0
29

1-lb. bag 29°

er

hRIES

16-02. pkg. 39°-4-

ili

6-oz. can

iiiiitt
litEANS

8-oz. pkg. 10°

g
Ay
fiGiesJUICE (6 limit)

10
IP

FRYERS

US Grade A Whole

PORK ROAST
PORK STEAK
SMOkap JOWL

29c

LB.

BOSTON BUTT

CORN VALLEY PURE PORK
45 1)

FRESH SLICED

59'

3 lbs. $1.00

CUT-UP CHICKENS
BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
Backs & Necks _ _ lb. 10°
Fresh

SAUSAGE

lb. 590
lb. 49'
lb. 191

Wings

Fresh

LIVERS _ _ _

79rb

CHUCK ROAST
inlifF ROAST

lb. 89°

Fresh Ground

2lbs.790
•
39°
59rb

LARGE

gi IERAE4b BACON

GIZZARDS __ _ 39fb

U.S.Choice
colce

•

39c

LB.

U.S. CHOICE ROUND

3

Lbs. $1.00
0

12-oz. pkg. 39

Nice

STEAK

79

----center cut In

4'
--first cuts 39

Morton

TENDER SMOKED, WHOLE - 10- to 12-lb. avg.

HAMS

STRAWBERRIES
celloA10ROTS

53°

SLAB

BACON

0

ea 79

ea $1.10

ifiAWBERRY
LAKE
h

O
R $1.00 •

2-lb Pk(

$1.09

39c.

QUART

Home Grown

1-1b. bag 2 Foil 250

In his premier performance three
seasons ago, when he was 20-9 and RADISHES
8-0z. bag
led the majors in shutouts with 11,
5Fresh
Chance had only • 1-0 record by
May 2. and did not ertn his third
Med. stalk 10°
CELERY
until May 24.
Though still In last place, the
Grown
Twins also began to show offensive
power as five men collected two
bunch
hilEeEfi ONIONS
hits apiece with both of Cesar Tofirst
innea-run
coming
In a
mes
ing.
At Kamm City. Pete Richert.
Dave Baldwin and Darold Knowles
combined to two-hit the AthleUes
In the opener. The game's lone run
came In the sixth when Jim King
tripled and @cored on Ken Afclitullen's single The Senators, who just
*
LIBERTY COUPON
*
finished a three-game sweep of the
Twins. got one-hit pitching from
Richert before he tired in the eighth.
,TREASURE CHEST STAMPS
The Atheltics got an almost equal100
ly impossive performance from
their second game hurler. Catfish
With this coupon and the purchase of a
Hunter. who allowed only seven
and
out
seven
striking
hits while
Joining Chance as the League's
WHOLE HAM (10- to 12-lb. avg.)
lb. 53c
only three-game winner The A's
scored their only run of the doubleheader In the sixth inning of the
nightcap when Danny Cater doubVOID AFTER MAY 9th, 1967 led off loser Jim Hannan and came
home on Dick Greens mingle.

,CAiTALOUPES
F

ea. 39
'

ted Delirious

APPLES

3-1b. bag 59°

a
lea
iGES

dos. 39°

Glazed

10e DONUTS

BANANAS
100

8-oz. pkg. 5

MEAT PIES
Sliced

Home Type

vp by the sbasplog
lodes
fobs tile owe aNdi Ns few

strikeouts rallied the 211.morlid
rlightharmier's total to 32 in SI MAInge this season.

•

Frosty

nA Be

Pure

PINEAPPLE
PLE

Giant Size

PINK SALMON
Southern

i K
e
is

1-1b. can fig°

Del Monte
eaas
for 290

Nautrical
2 lbs. 29°

COFFEE
Del Monte

'
TUNA

rn

Mow starter who SKINLESS
FRANKS

deem the poi three assams arm
web imoie thee one owe by Meg
V. Ranee beams the first *abet
IS the Arnerkas lAague to win three
limes this season, with his victory
Our both the Yanks and the de-

YOUR

=0=r0

FRUIT

Del Monte

SOLIDd110
ICE

79C

F

=0=0
cromwoil0
FUTURE

doz. 39°

3

Yellow

111

LB. BAG

OR 89e

SUPER SUDS

Pittelemeh 1-3 In 12 innings and IIAMBRIER
avw-Yart Wad Ow ?modem 3-2
Is

By SANDY PRISANT
CPI Sports Weller
He doesn't have a halla OD his
baseball cap anymore ape Ises no
longer one of California% ilielthei
pitchers. Dean Change is *Mg his
darndest to make ISM BOWIE all
over again.
Chance, winner of the Cy Toone
awed in let, continued to have the
best spring of his career by throwing Ox Innings of five-hit ball hi
29-degree weather o help his leer
mates, the Minnesota Twins, Meese
to a 13-4 victory over the New York
Yankees Tueeday night.
In other Aroerlea.n League action
Washington and Railiag City each
scored 1-0 triumphs in the season's
first twilight-night doubleheader.
Baltimore-Cleveland and DetroitChicago games were both rained out.
In the National League. St. Louis
whipped Cincinnati 5-0, Atlanta
downed Chicago 3-1, and Houston
bombed Philadelphia 10-3 In extra
Inning affairs. Los Arterieg topped

UNLOCKS

(with coupon)

4-lb. ctn. 59°

Frau

1

10

Godchaux
F

Murray, Ky.

Folger's

LARD

CRACKERS

Hazel Highway

EGGS

Teday's Games
Cincinnati, Pappas 2-1 at St licuis Reelfoot
Washburn 0-2.
San Francisco, Marichal 1-3 at
New York. Denehy 0-3. night
Houston. Dierker 2-1 at Philadelphia, Short 1-2. night
Us Angeles, Sutton 0-2 at Pittsburgh. Fryman 0-0, night.
Chicago. Culp 1-1 at Atlanta, Dixie Belle
Ckeunger 1-1, night

took the major league head in strikeAmerican League
outs with his performance Tuesday
W. L. Pet GB
night and helped snap a four game
10 6 .625 Cardinal loang streak. He allowed Detroit
9 6 .600 %
only • leadoff double.to Veda Pin- Boston
9 7 .563 1
son in the fourth and a Lingle to New York
9 7 .563 1
Leo Cardenas in the fifth and at Chicago
9 8 .529 1%
ont point, struck out six batters in Baltimore
Washington
8 9 .471 2%
amw.
a 10 .444 3
The former Harlan Globetrotter California'
7 9 43$ 3
got all the support he Deeded In Cleveland
7 10 .412 3%
the fifth Inning when Mike Shan- Kansas City
6 10 .375 4
non laced a bases loaded double to Minnesota
Yeaerdafs
highlight • three run tally off loser
Jim Maloney Maloney who was Washington 1-0. Kansas city 0-1
making his first appearance since Minnesota IS. New York 4
April
walked Ore, including Baltimore at Cleveland, cold and
three in a row before Shannon's raln
hit. and uncorked three wikl pitch- Detroit at Chicago. cold
Boston at California., night
es in 5 2-3 Innings
Taday's Games
Much to the dlessaity o Rational
Boston: Lonbore 2-0 at California,
Lesgue batters. Gilman has been
getting better and better each a- Wilhite 0-0. night
New Yort, Talbot 1-0 at bermeeon. After winning only three games
in each of Wm two season with the iota, Boswell 0-1. night.
Baltimore, Mt-Nally 1-0 at CleveCardinals in 1959 and 1900, he posted his first winning record In 1961. land. Tient 0-1.
Washington, Cortman 2-1 at Kancompiling a 13-12 mark_
In succeeding seasons. Gibson won sas Qty. Dobson 0-0. night.
Detroit. McLain 2-2 at ("mew
15 In 1962. 11 in 1963, 19 in leading
the Cards to the pennant In 1964, 20 Peters 1-1. night.
In 1965 and 21 In 1966
cber Gaylord Perry took Zia BoPinch-latter Wes Parker doubled
's line wise& with two and whirlhome two runs In the 11th inning
ed to double the runner off second
to lift the Los Angeles Dodgers Over
The relay to first completed the
Pittaburgh and map • five-game
triple killing
Pirate winning streak. Parker, batRusty Staub rapped a hues
ting for winning pitcher Phil Began,
ed ungle and Bois Aspromonie fo,connected after John Roseborti had
I losed a-.th a three-run homer to
opened the inning with a single off
tipart an eight-run eighth inning
loser Steve Bias and Jim Hickrally that carried the law piece
man had hinted safely on an atHo...ston Aorta past the Philadeltempted merince.
phia Philliee. The Alarm trailing
Pama-lalt Wass
Moth, unleaded
Pinch-hitter Johnny Sullivan pro- 3-2 going into the
i on four Phillies' pitchers for eight
vided the hone= for the New York
runs and six hits to give starter
Meta, shigling off shortstop Omar
I Mike Cuellar his second victory In
GuUerrer's dove to drive in pinch
three decisions,
runner Clean Ioyes wall the innRico Catty's three run homer In
rung run in Le Leib laming and
I the second inning, one of three hits
glee the Ile&
cothe-fixn-behind allowed by
Ferguson Jenkins and
viebiley over. the Elan Francisco
Etill Hands powered the Atlanta
Giants
Brares over the Chicago Oubs
The 9Ightg Wild, 4f the major
Carty s homer. ha third of the seeson, followed walks to Mack Jones
Zirletrt
etiritrat
=
c
Pn;
and Joe Torre and paused Jenklns
In four decisions.
with his first ).

Dean Chance
Working On
1964 Repeat

SUGAR
„.#)
3

Los Angeles 5. Pitts. I, Ii inning&
Houston 10. Philadelptua 3
CREAM PIES
St. Louts S. Cinainnial 0

22,

1

Double Stamps From 7 P.M. Till Midnight
Monday and Tuesday Evenings!
We Reserve the Right to Limit. Quantities
GET YOUR MATCH M AKER TICKETS EVERY
TIME YOU VISIT OUR STORE

0

dos 49

POTATOES

Golden Ripe
LIBERTY COUPON'

10-lb. bag 494'

LB.
*

*

•

10c

LIBEtTY COUPON
•

God rha ii I
50
SUGAR

TREASURE CHEST STAMPS

50

10-lb. bag 79°
With this coupon and the purchase of

With this coupon and $5.00 or more additional purchase.
(Cigarettes and Tobacco Excluded)
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GIANT SIZE SUPER SUDS

514

•

VOID AFTER MAY 9th, 1967

4

1-3

:4, 1

•
WEDNESDAY --

3. 1967

MAY 3,
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• !..ELL. RENT • SWAP •

THE

HIRE • BUY • SELL.RENT• SWAP • HIRE • BUN' •

LOW COST

Pc

a

er

9c
g

29'
•

kg.

an

kg.

&

TIMES

PIANOES-STORY AND CLARE 2Best selling osnsole in Amortise.
Handmede Ohmic and folk guitars,
tuning and repair. Reed Mugs
Maar. Denton, Ky. (521-819661, 5
•
din on Mayneki Road at HerveY•
Mew Reed, Prop. Profewiennal muMean and former University InMay 25-C

• HOUSE AND LOT on north side of

MURRAY, KENTUCRY

PAGE SIREN

E.)ELL• RE- NT • SWAP •1-41RE •

Ser v ices

CLASSIFIED 1105 GET RESULTS

Dexter Four rooms bath, hardwood Mg room with fireplace,
built-la
floors. Priced to aell Phone 753-8016 book shelves, large dining room or
NOTICE
M-3-P den, carpeted throughout, central
MUST SELL! Leaving Ws weak
heat
and
air-conditioning. Big kit- ailICHat SEWING
for Vim Nam. IT Lane Bar oruinr. CLEAN rugs, like new, so easy to do
Machine Shop,
chen with plenty of Birch cabinets.
retain, rental, sales and service, 13th
Mk 75 Meer motor. Just tuned and with Blue Lustre Rent electric shamFour-room upstairs apartment with
and Main. Phone 753-5323. Open
ready; wr32 tearkel trailer. $960.00. pooer $1. Starks Harwware. M-6-C
outside entrance. Price $15,000.00.
nights until 8 p. m., Monday through
Cell 763-7175 thiomei or 762-3747
'61 TROJAN wood boat, fiberglass 3-BEDROOM frame house on one
Friday.
officei Sgt. Stanford.
tfric bottom. 18 ft long. Navy top.
35 h. p. acre lot in Hazel with plenty of
ONE SPRINGING alx year 0443 re- motor, also trailer, $550.00. Call 753- shade. Newly decorated, gas heat
NOTICE
gistered Jersey milk cow, sired by .1949.
M-3-C and utility room. Price has been reEMPLOYMENT Opportunity for
duced for quick sale See at once.
Advent:co Sleeping Jester. Also four
men between the ages of 25 and
A-1 Jersey heifers eleven to thirteen '56 BUICK, black and white. Call J. 0 PATTON, Realtor, whose only
50 yews at age to train for asM-3-C businese is Real Estate. Keith KenMonths old. See or call Roger Coop- 753-8392
sistant store managers for well
nedy, Salesman. Phone 753-1738.
er. 435-63X after 5:30 p m. M-4-P 1963
CHEVROLET !a ton pickup
known dry goods firm. Excellent
ITC
a.dvairan to store
oPPortamitY
11 JAWA motorcycle, 5O cc, 2,000 truck, tip top condition, new tires,
roansper level. Experinaoe not
miles, good condition. Have to sell. looks and drives Uke new. Priced for
FOK REN1
neoeseary. High School education
Call 7$011-11321.
M-4-P quick sale, 1996.00, Baxter 13.ilbrey,
753-5617 or 753-1257.
required. Inquire at your,
M-3-C
6-ROOM furnished house. 3-bed10' x 50 1964 Model Concord houaeDOLLAR GENERAL STORE
MILK
COWS and rooms, living room, den and kitchen. in Murray, for position here in
trailer. Contact Robert Smithson at HOLSTEIN
Richardson's Trailer Court, North spraiger heifers. Over 125 to choose tweeted 10.3 south 13th Street. Phone
Murray.
M-6-C
TPC
16th Street,
M-4-P from. Thomas Larkin, Route 2, 53-3914.
TN.;
Clinton. Ky., phone e63-6718. No
THE MLBABEIY. Large two-bedroona
CARPETS and life too can be beau- busiriess on Sunday.
-ITC
apartments; carpeted, Mdiviclual ELECTROLUX SALES & Servke,
UfW if you use Blue Lustre Rent
1.eat and air-conditioning P'unuah- Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. If, Sandelectric ahampoper $1 Hughes Paint NEW 3
-BEDROOM brick. Has hardStore
M-8-C wood floors, electric heat, two cera- ed or unfunatied, 106 So. Una Si, ent Phone 382-3176, Lynnv.11e, lry
...hone 753-7614.
H-M-3-C
edaylSo
mic tale baths, 7 closets, four are
1966 MELODY Mobile Home. 3- walk-ins, carport Lot 128 x 260. Lo- i-ROOM MODERN house near Fan. PERMANENT HAIR Removal.
Newbedroom, 64 ft by 12 ft, central heat cated 3 =lets east on 121. Price orama Shores. Available now Gas or est electronic short wave method.
and air. Lee's wall-to-wall carpet, $16,900.00
elettric heat. Phone 436-2266 or 753- Call for an appointment Gerald
Washer, dryer and dishwasher. With NEW 3-BEDROOM brick, with cer- 3618.
M-3-C Fitts, Registered Electolotost Phone
or without furniture. Call 753-1755 amic tile bath, built-in range, fam)53-4386.
M-4-P
3-BEDROOM
BRICK
on
312 Ervin
or 753-6811.
M-4-C ily room, living room, with wall-toCall 492-8283.
51-11-C
wall carpet, walk-m closets and car-

REGISTERED SIAMESE keeling.
champion hises. Health guarantee.
Seal. Lilacpokat *$oda Champion
sired Weirriaraner pups ready boon.
Phone 756-7664.
M-3-C

10°
10'

LEDGER

port. Lot 100 x 200 Price $1850000
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick in Keeneland Subdivision. Central heat and
air-conditioning, two ceramic tile
baths, built-in range, entrance hall,
wall-to-wall carpet, ealk-in closets,
alid two-car garage. Large corner
lot Price $23,400.00.
TWO-BEDROOM Brick and frame
home weh Mang room. dining fend' Mom both with carpeting.
two ole-oondthogenes and drapes go
with has. six closets, carport,
felieed in Lack yard. Appraised for
$14,250 FHA Loan, $450.00 down
House with moome, two blocks
from town 3 bedrooms, large Dv-

Attention

DELUXE 2-BEDROOM Duplex apartment, central heat and air.
Range unit, carpets and drapes 'Urn:stied. 2 blocks from campus. Contact Steve Reagan, phone 753-4622
M-6-C

WANTED

TO

BOWLERS
MEETING
Friday, May 5th
at 7 p.m.

11.k•

POUND

at

LOST Pair of bifocal glasses in
brown leather case for two. Launne
Doran, 753-1835.

CALLIOPE BEEF

CORVETTE
LANES
For the purpose of setting
up the mixed doubles summer league All Interested
bowlers be sure to attend
this meeting.

A new thriller by Howard Rigsby

WANTED

BUSH-HOGGING, weed clipping,
plowing, disking, seed sowing, gardens ordered, pine tree setting. Bradley Overbey, 753-1844 evening, 7535112 days.
M-3-P

cr: A r•-•Th
If you were born under the Sign of
ARIES (Mar. 21-Apr. 20)
YOU'RE THE TYPE who is a delightful companion, a steadfast friend, a leader of men. You have the strength and
courage to fulfill your highest destiny!

WILL MOW and rake lawns and
haul trash Call 753-5376,
M-3-P

FEMALE HELP WANTED
PERMANENT POSITION, local
firm. posting machine operator. Mall
resume of experience, personal background tu Box 32-B, Murray, Ky.
M -3-C

RED CROSS NEEDS YOUR TYPE.
GIVE BLOOD

PULL TIME office secretary. Typing and sh rthanci roqu.rei. Saturdays off. Write qualifications, c. o
Ledger er Tunes, Box 32-N. le1-5-C

OPPORTUNITIIKa
NOW OPEN
at

Hog Market
---

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY 6. ULLANIKAS
Phone 753-2552
Age

Is

VT TOOK MAN ALL OF
RECOF2OEP TIME
UNTIL- IMO- 1800, TO
REAcil A POF'Lli.ArION
OF 1,000,000,000..,
OUT TUE ‘ECONO
EMOLION V.41eS A DPEO
IN LESS THAN 100
YEARS, ANC' rim
TIOLZP TOOK A
MERE 30 TEARS-

Federal State

-fis

1 Seamstress
2 Maintenance M3 ti
3. Coen laundry Attendant
3-10 p. m.
M-4-C

Market Nevs Service,
May 3, 1967 Kentucky PurchaseArea Hog Market Report Includes
7 Buying Stations
Receipts 825 Head. Barrows and
Gilts 50 cents Higher; Sows, Steady.
i U. S. 1-2 190-210 lbs. *18.50-1923;
U. S 1-3 190-230 lbs 517.75-18.00;
U. S. 2-3 235-270 lies. $16,
30-17.00;
SOWS:
U. S. 1-2 250-350 lbs. *14.00-15.00;
U. S. 1-3 350-450 lbs. $1325-14.25;
U. 8. 2-3 450-600 lbs. 612.50-13.25.

a HAT nes HAPP&MED
tii.• a ...aura Robb.aa, lb. well
iieia arriv•d at the
.4.11.Ay
Ina she welt attracted
ay I. tIlriatlan IL barreet •
sad g
&& OVerbeard
r
ar. rie.werawLain.lbee
Lauren, .‘• •
rk.d MOM slid
men .5., and the
ete al=
Lelllad
oath
Aa
Ia•

59r
•

Pc

?c

.1

He looked about quietly
"1 find you
soothingly. "We r..'
him, suddeniy puzzled,. 'Thor j something
not the place- no? Wleaeis tat
'I•ni 1.1..a•ting some people ti
name of the place you are?"
town- in the noel
She went
"Nehaya,' she said.
to the door with him,
-What are you doing here?'
"What people?"
"Sending you a telegram
"From where I'm staying."Well, give it to me." He held
Firmin opened the door and
out a nand ' Save yourself some they walked in silence up to
money."
the hotel entrance. During this
She picked up Sir message Passage he took several deep
and nanded it to him, watched breaths, looking around him inAtm stab his breast pocket in terestedly. as if the street besearch of glasses and finding tonged to some quaint foreign
none, hold the sheet far out place be had landed In instead
CRAPP'MR 13
from his eyes in order to read of being just another drab and
AURA ROBBINS went to it Having read it, ne crumpled predictable main street that
4- the telegraph °hire a few the telegram and dropped it to held only one surprise -the ba)
doors from the hotel She eat the floor -Wonderful." he said. at its end which, since he hart
down at one ot 'the Lablce and
So you are all right. Good! Ws back to it, he could not see
iKidreareas • wire to Gene Fir vou are looking good Now
In the little lobby of the notef.
mm n at the Culver City st 110 roust send some wires myself Gail Kerr sat in a plastic-cov!hen site thought better in o Please would you write them ered chair facing the entrance.
and tits the address of roe Rev down for me? I think I have She was leafing through a copy
eriy hills mime She remem left my glasses on that We- of a picture magazine. As the
i:weed that When ne was on the plans.'
door sighed shut behind them
coos: and Jilts t nave somettitrig
She picked up the pencil and She glanced up. Her brows lifted
Mooting at tin' studio. ne com nerd it poised above the pari,
to wrinkle her forehead and she
ducted most of ma wanness and
One of the messages he die- stared steadily at Gene Firmin's
Spent most ot his time around tater'. • cablegram, was to a face as they approached_
nia porn. or MI nip tennis court. femme director On location in
Laura introduced ner, then
where he burned oft some IS- Madrid It gave the tentative one a e k•d, "Where -a Or. St
ergy Ira, for ,•yer misty years ectiedule for a picture titled The Laurent?" Gail, however, did
mid driver non
Babglomnas and isolictled his not answer, did not need to, for
She had writ.en
services, script to follow if reply at that iruitant Laura saw him
A M
A LI. RIGHT,
was favorable. Another mes- He was sitting in a telephone
P Lt.'3 P. LA %' NI E sage contained birthelsy greet- booth. He had just replaced the
ALONE FOR A WHILE
ings to his daughter, a senior receiver, his hand was stlll or,
LAURA
at Vassar
It, and for it moment ne ea:
never
she
had
•
way
Now m
While Firmin paid for these with his head bent, his eyes
ahe
understocai
the communications, Laura
Oetore
went siva, then he came out and ri
mach
who aim ear des- over and pirsod lip ale spilled . looked so haggard arid towel
seitco for plereaey, sr)) papers from the floor. One of that she wanted to go to him
..hanattg of this. she looked oic the papers, was a page term a H. looked, she thought, as it
window and as she did MUD, production bud
form heath*get , someone had just Led him bin
-taw Rodney Kahle, get out of ‘• "Batii;onlitos Contrit." It was ..wife or child was t
• au acrose Use street For a, filled with neatly penciled fig- 1 "Thra
said Firrnin, with
m..m.,nt site watched him as he urea, surely made by some un- a wave at the street. "It 19 tin
weer
at
the
s.dod
ho!lel: I deviling. not Flentn. The other good, so very fresh. It is like
curtails, a long I item' was a document, • ma- Mr Used to be." He frowned at
• then, like a
ear slitting trrtei the curb outside treed Glancing it it she Ban GaWs angarette. "Breathe deep' the window erased him.
The Babylontans again: then, ly always of such air. Don't
It WWI an airport limousine blurred by a heel print, her own smoke!"
"Jolly lot of good it does to
arid almost before it came to • name.
"Well - now we talk!" de- breathe deeply when a bomb
stop • rear door was flung open
and a man emerged to stride clared 1171rmin turning from the amid spatter you any day.
aerials the Walk and enter the counter and stuffing bills and Might as well smoke it up." Gail
telegraph office. fie turnhd to change into a jacket pocket. rose as Christian rounded her
chair and stopped.
close the Oise door behind and "Where ran we talk 7"
She bent and edged the papers
-Bombe - who's dropping
When he swing around again
rusid
in
among
the
others
she
bombs?" Firmin asked inat'us dark, fierce glance fell upon
Is
his
briefcase.
-I
don't
want
tentively. He was looking now
her It was Gene Firmln biasself, her producer, and it struck to talk," she told him '1 mean at Christian.
"Gene-- Dr., St. Laurent. This
her that neither of them was it. Gene what I wrote I only
much surprised to gee the other want to be left alone for a Is Mr. Firmin-" Her voice died.
• whiW."
There was no longer hope for
there.
He shrugged. "I'm hungry, I her, or perhaps humanity. in
Now a delighted smile appeared on Oene Firrnin's seamed couldn't eat worrying. You Christian St. Laurent's eyes.
"Is this all?" Firmin asked,
face His eneeks became like could at least have lunch With
two bronzed pears and he threw me maybe? You want me to glancing at her, When shg. podgesture
up
here,
no
come all the way
ded he at once took over, a
his arms wide This
caused some papers to fall to worried, then just say hello- firm, healthy male nurse with
the floor from the briefcase he good-by ? 10.1 I .10 something three ambulant sick and wound
ed. -Now, dear people." he an
held in one hand His briefcase bed to you?"
'No." She suddenly wanted nounced, "we shall have some
was, as always. gaping open,
to cry.
lunch."
'no full and untidy to close
"Come on," he suggested (To Re Continued Tomorrow)
"So at once!" he exclaimed.
Irracs thv nos.) tn•Int•In.1 by Doordeday & Cv, C,Tyrtght 113 Mr by Howard Rigsby.
oittribeted by King Features Sys/kilos.
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DRIVERS WANTED-21 or over,
The South American vicuan profull time. Apply in person, Radio duct's only one third of a pound Oi
Cab.
M-6-C its fine wool a year.

• rrt

RELP WANTED
MAID FOR MOTEL work. MidToener Motel Full and part time
work available. Apply la person.
141-5-C

01=0

MAN WANTED: Permanent job for
small appliances service man. Experience helpful but not necessary. Must
be sober and of good charaeter. Good
cages and working conditions. Good
opportunity 'for advancement wit.n
oid reliable firm. Answer in own
handwriting to Box 32-W c 0 Ledger
anti Times
H-M-3-C

UNLOCKS YOUR

1 &On
•

NEED WORK either full or pert
trine? like to be your own boss.
'TT
, so opnortimity for you with
a national concern. Husband-wife
may wtrk together Come to room 30
of Mid-Town I. Motel in MerraY
next to Jerry's Saturday. May 6 between 1.00 p m and 4 00 p. m.
M-11-C

AT T1JE PRESENT
RATE, IT Wit L
TAKE ONLY 40 YEARS
TO POUSLE THE'
EARTIef FRatVirtar

WOSZLO POPULATION
INCREASE-0 1.2 siwow

siNcE 1930 - - - -

FIGURE EQUAL To THE
Pr:ZaS E
c.oM 1NE
PoPuLATioN OF AFRICA. o,
ASAIERioA ANO SUotorg.

FUTURE
ipz:=Ko

mil
J `golr

4.!

POPULATION.

IsSe oII
•may i, e.a...1 t.

ftwilroa.

-SE

JUcr NICKED A'E
WITH A "NYAAg-

511E
NV

.7W
•
, 39r.

uL

. *nu

There Will Re A

WANTED: Used swing set. Call 7531497 before 4.00 0. m
M-5-C
LOST &

-

WHEN'S YOUR BIRTHDAY?
iaL

ROOFS REPAIRED or replaced,
built-up-veung63--gravel. Low coat
-Free Estimates. 'Ter-Steite Roofing Co. Dial 753-8809.
TFC

BUS TIRE BIDS
THE CALLOWAY County Board of
Education is asking for bids on tires.,
All Urea are to be grade A Nylon
Highway Tread in the following
sizes. 7:50 x '20 - 8:25 x 20 -- 900 x
20, also snow -tread in same sizes
and quality. All bids to be in Board
Office by 12 O'olock noon---June 5,
1967.
ITC

HELP

Offerer

2
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HE SURE
DIDN'T LOOK
SLOW TO ME

SLOW
DEER
CROSSING

s
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••• p.
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411
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eSUND

1e2OATIL. WE

IkE

KIDS
PANICKY

ARE GETTING

'n

.....

THE OLD BAP.GE 5PR1-3_;

SOMEONE'S
TO SEE US DRIFTING, TELL
THEM TO CALM DOWN...AND
HAVE THE ORCHESTRA
KEEP ON PLAYING

A LEAK... AND WATER
SEEPS IN THROUGH
THE ROTTED SEAMS ...

g;
a

-ONE MAN MOST \
EFFISHUNT MATTRFSS
TEST'ii0e15.?" 13UT

ExTRy

AH WON'T CHARGE BABYMR,BA/FACE
FACE
TIME!!
OV

MURDERED/I

REAL TRAGEDY IS HE'LL
NEVER KNOW WHAT A
bARGA I N HE GOTI.r-

C
es
it

g
•
i,

Fi

-AN'KIOW TO Gil- ON
VI IF 'TN'SHOOTIN'0'

GOOD OLE. JOE!!

5
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legram:

PACIP EIGHT
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Scouts Hold OVER MILLION . . • Don't Tell
Cotut Honor
Your Age,
Lady Says

&

TIMES —

Mritlt 1Y, ERNTITCICT

at

n

CALLON

See Us For
All Your

YmiRwti*
AY "I'

PLANTING
NEEDS

+ THE RED CROSS

X4eximotfe4
IS COMING

0=I0===0E

%OW)
a WANTADS
op Pack

Power
,
90

0

tosisir-A.
RUSSIANS READ THE SAD NEWS —Sorrowing Russian. read
a special edition of the Soviet newspaper lzvestia in Moscow
describ.rg the death of cosmonaut Vladimir Komarov, killed
In a crash from orbit in a malfunctioning Soyus 1 spacecraft_ His ashca were to be given a hero's burial in dui
Krunlin v all
tUabli pm, 0

AMM A
UNLOCKS YOUR

ri

FUTURE

COMPARE
THIS MOWER

MAPPER

COMET

Shirley Florist

with any other mower
regardless of price!

NO OTHER MOWER
HAS ALL THE
FEATURES A
SNAPPER COMET
GIVES YOU.

Matching Semi-Gloss
gal. 6.25

Snapper Comet mowers are unexcelled for ease of handling
and comfort for the operator
...and they are unexcelled in
mechanical features, too. Big
5 to 8 HP gasoline engines
(some with electric starters);
all steel construction; completely enclosed transmission;
5 spends forwaed plus reverse
... and lubrIcated for life. Instant cutter he.jint adjustment
1" to 4". 26, 30", 41" sizes.
We ievite you to compare
Comet with any other fttlini;
mower.

MURAY IiOME AINH
AUTO STORE

Wallpaper

15' up

FLOOR COVERING
F IL 0M

—

HUGHES
PAINT and WALLPAPER STORE
401 Maple Street

Murray, Ky.

lor 753-3642

KIM SMI1LS.
Murree by DIMS Governor T
ClarroR Rkey. Jr. of Rimetleille
Koneucior
tone 100 Leos thetr wives, aril
rests were in attendance to hear
the reeding of lam Smiths ponce
emit- Kim MR advance to the
world reogragibioal Sefton level
where the first retie we be Ii,NI and S trip to Chown Air
lAnnor SCiti Anniverwary Convention for the Oral judging of the
contest The Orand Prize wtrmer
of the lams International Peace
lbety Contest will receive Clio
4100
Lions In:emanated. with more
Man 621250 members In
21.171
°kits in more than
In the free worn. is the lament
new., club orgaciaanon in the
meld The ualtlersate winning may
SI be prevented in ablicago
as
one of the highltstits of the Assolatiocos
°Olden
Anniversary
Year
The contort, 'Mott is the larvae Pace Zany Canter. in the
world. was :roused to stirnante
and etc& the news of
toilers
yostlb of palm

3

OUR FINEST
.PREMIUM QUALITY
ONE COAT
NO DRIP
AM..
41

:Ikidlowlebooping•
\
saga
•Of
,
taiwao tons bry.
'

A Chicago newspaper. the TimesHerald. reportedly published the
first U II automotive road mop In
MM. says the AutornoblO. Lees] Association
— —

COUNTY MORE ATTittAC

.;

_"TERIOZ LATEX

PA!riT

Reg. 43o

.

firotonfoo of Western Fie
serve University and Case
institute of Technology in
Cleveland on July I will find
their presidents still at the
helm. John S Millis (upper ,
:U president, will be chancellor. and Robert W More.
miowpri, Case president, wir
be president of the new t a••
Western Reserve Urovervit.,

NOW

t
-r

5

GALS!

FOR

,

41
,

98

There are many ways in which you can help to have a more attractive
community. Check these ads then get to work!

YOU CAN HELP!

11EVT'S WHY YOU CAN

BUY,.2 AND SAVE
AT M ,ty CARTER PAINTS '
• WE HAVE NO klIDOLEMEN
• WE DO NO WAREPOUSINO
• WE DELIVER IN OUR OWN TRUCKS
• WE 5A''E E':EPYWHEFIE OUT IN QUALITY AND PASS
SAVINGS ON TO YOU

Gglikm.
/
1
4 Q.,

5Pi°
WOO

1 6-0Z. SPRAY

STAIN

ENAMEL

ONLY

PLASTIC DROP CLOTH
---9' X 12' R*9.
39s
//
j

STAINS MADE WIN
DYES SNOW MORE
GRAM 'fl*PIGAENT

USE SYSTEMATIC

PROCEDURE WHEN
APPLYINGSMIN

EMBREY'S
CAR and HOME SUPPLY

TEST ODOR
DO ONE SECTION
ON UNSEEN PL AT A liNt

.
I

C
?VAIN

HELP MAKE MURRAY AND CALLOWAY

98

GALS. $
FOR

ASP
4.111

177 ciounims

Florida has nearly three-quarters
of a million acres planted in Orange
groves

LATEX
WALL PAINT

41.1"

s

BRUSH WITH GRAN-7..41

AND APPLY SEVERAL c,;.Ar3

210 S. Main
AMP

Marta%

753"-5617

0

Hy-Klas Latex gal. 4.95

19nare

Wombwell Poona Page 11

0

0=I0===0C

GARDENING TOOLS * SEEDLINGS
PLANTS BULBS *—FUITILIZERS
WEED KILLERS & INSECTICIDES

PLANT
TREES

Prevent Fnratt

WIEDNES6AY — MAY 3, 1967

is az_ w..;.rk on another book, her use s-61d. "DX Mod With
so mato Maas tlfrh, whidh will be a settee of !grim memories. It naay menu a
frottoonlly treated sketches of in- i momentary wrench, but somehow
ten-icing pez'ole. 15;r0e. cd whom I when you come back home, the
s'le and her husband have known. grief
ea.ter to bear.
Her fourth toss jurt been pub"Don't feel sorry for yourself,
Rohr& "If Strangers liatie".
and don't fed hurt if you're not
court, Brace 8z World, lbe ac- toted out as much. It is difficult
count c: tie 16 years the shared (or a hcsiess to find an extra
wIth
man for dinner.
kevt thutong of what my
Throughout_
their
marriage,
Gladys lkooics kept a day jour- husband would want me to do.
nal, and the book Is fined with Get book to Yr:Sting"
virct detail of their travels and
The past horse Man o' War was
portrets of their many Mends tn.
cludire do Goodson, E. T. Cumm- foaled March 30, 1917, and died of
ings, Marenne Moore, Lirian He:- a heart attack Noe_ 1, 1947.
roan, Mart Van Doren. Ecknund
Wiliam, Carl 91r.ibcis. Helen KelGolf House, in mid-Manhattan.
ler, Thorrton Wilder, Lewis Muni- New York City is headcuarters of
fizigl and Mal=xlm Cowley.
the United States Golf Association.

(Continued Trona Page II
fraction of homeowners go in for
major Improvernents in any one
year. This is taken into consalBoy Scout Tropp 77 held * eraitgon in enstang how mach
Court of Hoar at the Ftrst is :pieta •fleta.lay
Clonstion
The trines( (*any, it is found.
Church on
Monday
is for add:taxa, aerations and
terentrig, May 1.
0 B Boone. Jr
Snoutmultar replacements They amount for
By GAY PAULEY
the total amount
fir the troop. invested Richard 66 per..ork
Wamen's Editor
4111
otPM, Donnas Binteen, and KenNEW TOR.K
— Mrs. Vim
The
reminder
goes for Rena* Week /kooks is a wreatitrantI
neth Horn wish the Tenderfoot
ma
wanes
in
the
form of mainten- three times over. but dies
aleard
youngIhrl Damian ;resented Snood ance and ropers. The biggest in-heart lath hts a theory Ohne
Clew awardi to rode Futrell, Ken- SOW in the reward, is paintang women tel'Ira7 their
RIM
neth Harrell. Allen Lemons Nes dal& pits CI percent of the up-Don't do it.- she admonldted.
keep
Kemp, end Timmy Keller
-.3..in4tow diet numeral gets atMina In' order are plembiog. tached to
Pine Onas allairds were preyou, and hangs on and
per cent of it, roofing on and co"
sented to David Keller and An INNS
alai 7 percent, and heating and
ass the seoiond noarrage for
Cann:nehmen
The saiaw of the noted critic
Sitirhan; Ptraley was presented air carattianual 4 per Cent.
and hibtorain l.a.i.rrhed as she m- cacti And when Brooks died May
The labor shortage, among car- oored once
the Scar award.
a-hen she did reveal 2. 1963, after a tong illness, his
widow a rote, -Quiet:y. he went
Merit hedges were marded to penters, tokumbers, We porters her years to a Mend.
and handymen in general, is cooafter whispering as I leaned over
Richard
Michael Finley. Al'T was only 56 or
Gen and Aims Cunning- per-Int many homeowners to roll
40 M the lam; 'you nous: hvex • And then
up then sleeves and do the jobe tkne." she said, "and do you gr:ef
hem
betters"
know who he toki me. 'a woman
Punch was served to the- boys. themsenes.
.Mr( Brooks drove in from her
shoutri noveo tell her age to
a
'heir rareness and friends by Mr.
This do-ft-yourself tut is being flan. I've
followed his advice tortor..n-style house in Bridgeend Mrs. Guy ConctIngtowea.
•
in than in pan by the ever =We
water, Coon., for lunch and I
dTheUlty In getting people to d
sked her how the faced slimthe wart and. in pg
bemu„.
llta. Brooks :s harcEy reody for hood
. .
what would she ME
the steeente bmee charged
at. ttati mcikaig th,r. As • rower t. ;:ler widow,e'
of fiadt, this ir andmx.her
onach higher than before
of 10 "Leave the hone. if you can,*
Under the circumstances, kocal
le•mal•••• FT.= Page II
bomber dealers and sures benne I
end lira R, D McDaniel. eicount• pain. woOnsw,
dear-sal amroodu.g material and the
Wow of Me exhibits hod or- Ake are gating a large
pan of
elmited thromeh the daft edu- the 51.1111.000 that a bang spent
cational program of the Edens- aitiatafa
CaLl•away
cat
OcauitY
Ion Serene
babas.
The esedbate Moue& in by the
MIN were. Needlepoint. hotted
Mit crewel emtwoodere,qb
talliwtror
other 9mM' knitted
garments and hats. tote Mort
hand ?nude trots ploturs altantrim own. pienk Meet& lamp
nod henmenciss. mitneines. needle
Olitures vial teanal out of cloth.
emceed toes flower ItreneeMelle.
alltina bowel. wooden Sates. anIfIgoirwr. toffee TUIr
atiOrlrama
too ntenemous to mention.
those riot* having eskedi• were
Peony
Po:smote,
Stiburban.
Booth Murray, North Murray Pottstown. Waded:rm. Naw Prordawe Item & Country rant Hand, Akno. New Concord. Far.
meeette
Ortwe clone wesent were OWMEMBER F.T.D. .miter Lone Chow Harris Grope
Routh Plement Grove We
500 N. 41h Street
CLOSED SUNDAY
Side.
753-3251
Paris Road

GROW A
PMPM ILL
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PIGH1IUp

IT'S CLEAN-UP TIME!!
It's Also Time To

CHECK YOUR HOME OR FARM
ELECTRICAL SERVICE
Be sure your wiring is adequate and in good condition. Be sure your home and farm is well lighted. .

it will be safer!

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
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